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1 Introduction
In this article we consider a linear regression model of the type
dx(t) = #0a(t)dt+ dW (t); t  0 (1)
with the initial condition x(0) = x0: Here we assume (W (t); t  0) is an adaptedone-dimensional standard Wiener process on a ltered probability space (
;F ;(Ft)t0; P ); # an unknown parameter from some subset  of Rp+1; (a(t); t  0)an observable adapted (p + 1)-dimensional cadlag process and x = (x(t); t  0)solves the equation (1). We assume p > 1:The described model includes several more concrete cases like linear stochasticdierential equations of rst or of higher order (CARMA-processes) linear stochasticdelay dierential equations. They can be found e.g. in [2], [3], [6], [7], [9]-[13], [16].In the sequel we will study the problem of sequential estimating the parameter #from  based on the observation of (x(t); a(t))t0:We shall construct for every " > 0 and arbitrary but xed q  2 a sequentialprocedure #(") to estimate # with " accuracy in the sense
jj#(")  #jj2q  ": (2)
Here the Lq norm is dened as jj  jjq = (E#jj  jjq) 1q ; where jjajj = ( mXi=0 a2i )
12 and E#
denotes the expectation under P# for # 2  (the number of q  2 is xed in thesequel).Moreover, we shall determine the rate of convergence of the duration of observa-tions T (") to innity and almost surely convergence of #(") if "! 0:The new results presented here consist in the greater generality of the conditionson a(t) than in previous papers of [9]-[12]. A similar estimation problem for a moregeneral model was investigated in [3]. The authors have considered the problemof sequential estimation of parameters in multivariate stochastic regression mod-els with martingale noise and an arbitrary nite number of unknown parameters.The estimation procedure in [3] is based on the least squares method with a specialchoice of weight matrices. The proposed procedure enables them to estimate theparameters with any prescribed mean square accuracy under appropriate conditionson the regressors (a(t)): Among conditions on the regressors there is one limitingthe growth of the maximum eigenvalue of the symmetric design matrix with respectto its minimal eigenvalue. This condition is slightly stronger than those usuallyimposed in asymptotic investigations and it is not possible to apply this estima-tion procedure to continuous-time models with essentially dierent behaviour of theeigenvalues (if, for example, the smallest eigenvalue growth linearly and the largestone - exponentially with the observation time).The paper [3] also includes extended hints to earlier works of dierent authorson sequential estimations for parameters of both continuous as well as discrete timeprocesses.The methods applied in this paper to (1) were inspired by the following basicexamples for (1):
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I. Stochastic dierential equations of autoregressive type given by
dx(p)t = pXi=0 #ix(p i)t dt+ dW (t); t  0; (3)
x(p i)0 = x(p i)(0); i = 0; p: (30)II. Stochastic delay dierential equations given by
dX(t) = pXi=0 #iX(t  ri)dt+ dW (t); t  0; (4)
X(s) = X0(s); s 2 [ r; 0]: (40)The parameters #i; ri; i = 0; : : : ; p are real numbers with 0 = r0 < r1 < : : : <rp =: r; if p  1 and r0 = r = 0 if p = 0: The initial process (X0(s); s 2 [ r; 0])also dened on (
;F ; P ) is supposed to be cadlag and all X0(s); s 2 [ r; 0] andx(p i)0 ; i = 0; p are assumed to be F0 measurable. Moreover it is assumed that
Ejx(p i)0 jq <1; i = 0; p; E Z 0 r jX0(s)jqds <1:The sequential parameter estimation problem of the process (3) was solved in[7] under some additional condition on the roots of its characteristic equation (andas follows, on the corresponding parameters). Similar to [3], in [7] obtained thesequential estimators of the parameter # with given accuracy in the mean squaresense.Our paper considers the sequential parameter estimation problem of the process(3) with p = 1 as an example of the general estimation procedure, elaborated forlinear regression model (1). It is shown, that the presented sequential estimationprocedure works for all parameters # 2 R2 n f# 2 R2 : #1 = 0g: The asymptoticbehaviour of the estimation procedures is investigated.The problem of sequential parameter estimation for the process (4) was consideredin [9]-[12] under some additional conditions on the underlying parameters. Thegeneral estimation procedure, presented in this paper, works under the most weakestpossible assumptions on the parameters. Thus it is shown, that in the case p = 1 inthe model (4) the constructed general estimation procedure gives the possibility tosolve the parameter estimation problem with guaranteed accuracy for all parameterpoints # 2 R2 except for some curves Lebesgue of measure zero.The estimators with such property may be used in various adaptive procedures(control, prediction, ltration).
2 The general case of regression process
2.1 Assumptions and denitions
In this section we shall consider the linear regression model (1)
dx(t) = #0a(t)dt+ dW (t); t  0:
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The problem is to estimate the unknown vector # with a given accuracy in thesense (2) from the observation of (x(t); a(t))t0:The dierential equation (3) is covered by a(t) = (x(p)t ; x(p 1)t ; : : : ; xt)0 and theequation (4) by a(t) = (X(t); X(t  r1); : : : ; X(t  rp))0:In Sections 3 and 4 we shall consider the models (3) and (4) in detail.A natural candidate for estimating # is the least squares estimator (LSE)
~#(T ) = ( TZ0 a(t)a0(t)dt) 1
TZ
0 a(t)dx(t); T > 0:
It turns out in examples that the information matrix TR0 a(t)a0(t)dt has dierentasymptotic properties for dierent parameters #: Thus e.g., the information ma-trix normalized by a scalar function may tend to a singular limit matrix.To avoid this problem we rewrite the expression of the LSE ~#(T ) above in such away, that as the inverse matrix factor there appears an appropriate chosen normal-ized matrix for which the asymptotic behaviour of its maximal eigenvalue for T !1is under control. To do this we apply a certain matrix V as a weight matrix to a(t)to obtain the new process (V a(t)) with better asymptotic properties in the sense ofAssumption (V) below (see formula (7)). The concrete form of V is determined bythe kind of regressor a(t) and cannot specied for the general case. Moreover V maydepend on the unknown #: To overcome these problem we shall construct a process(V (t)) based on the observations of (x; a) up to t; which estimates V and keeps theproperty (7) for the observed process (b(t))t0; where b(t) = V (t)a(t):To get a rst estimation of V by V () and some rates of convergence which denedbelow, we use the observation (x; a) from 0 to some time S: The properly estimationof the parameter # starts from S:The weighted LSE of # for the given observation from S to T has the form:
#^(S; T ) = G 1(S; T )(S; T ); T > S > 0; (5)
where
(S; T ) = TZS b(s)dx(s); G(S; T ) =
Z TS b(s)a0(s)ds;
b(s) = V (s)a(s): Put (T ) = (0; T ); G(T ) = G(0; T ); b(s) = V a(s):Let the weight process (V (t))t0 be (Ft) adapted and for all T > 0 the followingintegrals be nite: TZ
0 E#jjb(t)jjqdt <1: (6)We shall write in the following f(x) ' C as x!1 (f" ' C as "! 0 : : :) insteadof the limiting relations:
0 < limx!1 f(x)  limx!1 f(x) <1 (0 < lim"!0 f"  lim"!0 f" <1 : : :):
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The rates of increase of the integrals TZ0 b2i (t)dt; i = 0; p in general depend onsome vector parameter  2 Rr:
ASSUMPTION (V ) : Let A be a non-empty subset of Rr; such that, for every i = 0; pthere exists a family of unboundedly increasing positive functions f'i(; T ); T >0g2A with the following properties: for every # 2  and (#) 2 A
' 1i (; T ) TZ0 ~b2i (t)dt ' C; as T !1 P#   a.s., (7)
where ~bi() equals bi() or bi(); i = 0; p:
For example, the function '(; T ) = T v1ev0T ; where
A = f(v0; v1) : [f0g  (0;+1)] [ [(0;+1) ( 1;+1)]g
cover all possible cases of asymptotic behavior of solutions of linear SDE's andSDDE's (see our main examples below).Often we shall omit the dependence 'i(; T ) of the parameter  in our nota-
tion. The functions 'i(; T ) are called rates of increase of integrals TZ0 b2i (t)dt andTR0 b2i (t)dt i = 0; p:Our sequential plans will be constructed by using rst hitting times of the pro-cesses Z T0 b2i (s)ds; i = 0; p; T > 0: To investigate the asymptotic properties of thesehitting times, we will use the rates 'i(T ) of increase of these integrals.Without loss of generality we suppose in Assumption (V), that the function'0(; T ) is the smallest rate of increase in the following sense:
limT!1 '0(; T )'i(; T )  1; i = 1; p:
Otherwise we shall renumber the lines in the weight matrices V; V (T ) to obtainthis property.In Sections 3 and 4 we will get the weights V; (V (t)) and the rates ('i(; T ); i =0; p) for both our basic examples in the case p = 1:From (1) and (5) we nd the deviation of the estimator #^(S; T ) from # :
#^(S; T )  # = G 1(S; T )(S; T ); (8)
where
(S; T ) = TZS b(t)dW (t):
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Assumption (V) motivated by two our basic examples provide the asymptotic be-havior of the integrated squares of the function b(t): It should be noted that thesecond moment of the noise (S; T ) is a functional of b(); which is assumed belowto be controlled:
E#jj(S; T )jj2 = E# TZS jjb(t)jj
2dt:
Our sequential plans will be constructed by using rst hitting times of the processesZ TS b2i (s)ds:To investigate the asymptotic properties of the estimator #^(S; T ); we introducethe matrices
'(T ) = diagf'0(; T ); '1(; T ); : : : ; 'p(; T )g; ~' 12 (T ) = ' 12 (T )(V 0) 1;
G(S; T ) = '  12 (T )G(S; T ) ~'  12 (T ); ~G(S; T ) = '  12 (T )G(S; T )'  120 (T );
G(T ) = G(0; T ); ~G(T ) = ~G(0; T ); (S; T ) = '  12 (T ) TZS b(t)dW (t):The reader can easily check, that for calculation of ~G(S; T ) the knowledge of V(which is unknown) is not necessary, as it was for the calculation of G(S; T ):First we investigate the rate of convergence of the estimator #^(S; T ) using thefollowing form of its normalized deviation from # :
~' 12 (T )(#^(S; T )  #) = G 1(S; T )(S; T ):
As follows from our basic examples, the matrix G(T ) may be get degenerated asT !1 (see Table 1, region ~14 and Table 4, region 13). In this case, the limit of~' 12 (T )(#^(S; T )  #) for T !1 can be calculated if we know the rate of decreasingof the smallest eigenvalue of G0(T )G(T ) for T !1: The following Assumption (G)below gives this rate.To formulate Assumption (G) we dene the following sets of functions
P0 = ff() : f(y(x))f(x) ' C if y(x)x ' C as x!1g;
P0 = ff() : y(x)x ' C if f(y(x))f(x) ' C as x!1g;G0 = fg() 2 P0 : limT!1 g(T ) > 0gand for g() 2 G0 the sets
P1(g) = fy() : such that y(S) = o(g 1=2(T )y(T )) if S = o(T ) as T !1g;
P1(g) = fy() : such that S = o(T ) if y(S) = o(g 1=2(T )y(T )) as T !1g;G1 = fg() 2 G0 : P1(g) 6= g; G1 = fg() 2 G0 : P1(g) 6= g:
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Note, that the functions g() given in Tables 2 and 4 below belong (see our ex-amples) to the sets G1 and G1:
ASSUMPTION (G): Let the functions b(t) and b(t) satisfy Assumption (V) and let'i() 2 P1(g); i = 0; p; g() 2 G1: We suppose that the following property for thematrix function G(T ) and g(T ) = g('0(T )); g() 2 G1 holds:
limT!1 g(T )minfG0(T )G(T )g > 0 P#   a.s.;According to Assumptions (V) and (G), the variances of the components ofthe vector of noises (T ) are asymptotically bounded from above and the matrixg  12 (T )G 1(S; T ) is bounded P#   a.s. on the norm from above for all S; T largeenough with T > S: Then we can say that the components of the vector estimator#^(S; T ) have rates of convergence to the true value # equals to the correspondingdiagonal elements of the matrix g  12 (T ) ~' 12 (T ):Consider two extreme cases. If V = I then the estimator #^ has the fastest rateof convergence g  12 (T ) ~'1=2(T ) = g  12 (T )' 12 (T ): If, on the contrary, the matrix Vhas more complicate structure, then the rates of convergence of all the componentsof the vector estimator #^(S; T ) may proportional to the slowest rate g  12 (T )' 120 (T ):Our purpose is to consider the most general case of non-constant weights V (t)with an unknown non-degenerate limit matrix V of an arbitrary structure (accordingto planned applications). Therefore we shall use the following normalized represen-tation for the deviation of the LSE #^(S; T ) :
' 120 (T )(#^(S; T )  #) = ~G 1(S; T )(S; T ); (9)where we use the matrix ~G(S; T ); which does not depends from the unknown matrixV (in contrast to the matrix G(S; T )): At the same time, as we show below, thematrices ~G(S; T ) and G(S; T ) have similar asymptotic properties under followingassumption and condition (12) (see below).We will use in the sequel the notation T : S " 1 for S = o(T ); T !1:Assumption (G) is more convenient for verication for the matrix G() than forthe matrix ~G(): At the same time it gives the possibility to control the behaviourof the matrix ~G 1(S; T ) in the representation (9) of the deviation of the estimator#^(S; T ) from # by the construction of sequential estimation plans.This is true in view of the following inequalities for the norm jj ~G 1(S; T )jj2,obtained in Proposition 1 (see Appendix):
limT :S"1 g 1(T )jj ~G 1(S; T )jj2 <1 (10)and the lower limiting bound
limT :S"1 jj ~G 1(S; T ))jj2 > 0 P#   a.s. (11)can be obtained under the following additional condition on the functions 'i(T ); i =0; p and on the matrix V :
limT!1 maxfV 0' 1(T )'0(T )V g > 0: (12)
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By the denition, the noise (S; T ) is bounded from above in the Lq norm.Thus, according to (9) and (10) we can say that the estimator #^(S; T ) has the rateof convergence g 1=2(T )' 120 (T ) and, as follows, it is oriented on the at most "badcase" (on the second of the mentioned just before (9) extreme cases). This is thepayment for the lower level of a'priori information on the observed process (a(t)):Now we introduce dierent parametric classes for the functions 'i(; T ) whichreect, in particular, all possible cases of asymptotic behavior of solutions of linearstochastic dierential equations (SDE's) and stochastic delay dierential equations(SDDE's).In the sequel we say that functions f and g are equivalent asymptotically for Tlarge enough (f(T )  g(T )) if f(T )=g(T )! C as T !1 for some positive numberC:
ASSUMPTION ('	): Assume 'i(; T ); i = 0; p;  2 A are functions as de-scribed in Assumption (V ): We put 	0(; x) = x and suppose, that there existso-called positive rate generating functions 	i(; ); i = 1; p on A  (0;1); suchthat 'i(; T )  	i(;'0(T )); i = 1; p for all  2 A:
To formulate the forthcoming assumptions we need some special classes of justintroduced rate generating functions 	i(; T ) which we shall dene in following
DEFINITION (D1). For every vector ik = (i1; : : : ; ik) of increasing integers ij 2[0; p]; j = 1; k; k = 1; p+ 1 and xed  2 A as well as for every vector of rategenerating functions 	[; ik] := (	i1(; x); : : : ; 	ik(; x)); we dene Y (	[; ik]) tobe the set of all real functions y() on (0;1) such that
	i1(; y(x))	i1(; x) + : : :+ 	ik(; y(x))	ik(; x) ' C as x!1
and Y 0(	[; ik]) to be the set of all real functions y() on (0;1) with the property
	i1(; x)	i1(; y(x)) + : : :+ 	ik(; x)	ik(; y(x)) ' C as x!1:
For every k = 1; p+ 1 and ik = (i1; : : : ; ik);  2 A we dene
Pk() := f	[; ik] : Y (	[; ik])  Y 0(	[; ik])g:
We say that the functions 'i1(T ); : : : ; 'ik(T ) are Pk()-equivalent if their rate gen-erating functions 	i1(; x); : : : ;	ik(; x) are components of some vector 	[; ik] 2Pk():
Fix a certain  2 A: In some sense one could say, that the set Pk() consists ofvectors of functions, the increase rates of which dier not essentially. For example,	[; i2] = (x; x) 2 P2() for every  2 R1; 	[; i2] = (e20x; e21x) 2 P2() for = (0; 1); 0 > 0; 1 > 0 and 	[; i2] = (x; e2x) =2 P2() for  > 0:Let S and T be two reals with 0  S < T: The part of observations (x(s); a(s); 0 
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s  S) will be used to estimate ; the part (x(t); a(t); S  t  T ) to estimate #:The problem of estimation  will be observed in the next point 2.2. Now we considerthe problem of estimation #:Our aim is to construct sequential plans for estimating the parameters #i; i = 0; p:
This will be done below by using the processes TZS b
2i (t)dt; i = 0; p: The rate of
increase of these processes is connected with the behavior of 'i(T ) for T !1 andmay be dierent for dierent i; see Assumption (V). Similar to our previous papers,
we will construct stopping times based on the sums of the integrals TRS b2i (t)dt; i = 0; p:In the case, when the rates of increase of these integrals may dier essentially, we cannot derive asymptotic properties of these stopping times. Thus we shall constructdierent systems of stopping times on the basis of these processes (which are bythe way the quadratic variations of the martingales i(S; T ); i = 0; p) to control themoments of the noise (S; T ):Our following purpose is to divide the set of functions '0(T ); '1(T ); : : : ; 'p(T )into some groups of size li say, such that the rates of increase of these functions donot dier essentially within. To this aim we introduce some notation. Let
Ip := fik = (i1; : : : ; ik) : 0  i1 < i2 < : : : < ik  p; k = 1; p+ 1g
be the set of all the vectors of indexes of the dimension less or equal p+ 1:Choose recurrently a sequences of numbers lr and vectors jr as follows: l 1 =  1;
l0 := maxfk = 1; p+ 1 : 	[; ik] 2 Pk(); ik 2 Ip; i1 = 0g;
j0 is the corresponding vector, satisfying 	[; j0] 2 Pl0();Denote sj =Pji= 1 li; j   1: For r  1 we dene
lr := maxfk = 1; p  sr 1 : 	[; ik] 2 Pk(); ik 2 Ip n ([r 1i=0 ji)g
if sr 1 < p and 0 otherwise; jr is one of the vectors ilr ; satisfying the relation	[; ilr ] 2 Plr() and having the smallest rst component.Put m := minfj  0 : sj = pg:It is obviously, that 0  m  p:Thus we have dened the lengths li; i = 0;m of mentioned above groups offunctions. Then we unify all the functions '0(T ); '1(T ); : : : ; 'p(T ) in m+1 groupsGj = [; : : : ; ] of Plj ()-equivalent functions respectively, j = 0;m; and without lossof generality can introduce, for simplication of our notation, the ordering of thesegroups in such a way that Gi = ['si 1+1(T ); : : : ; 'si(T )]; i = 0;m (it can be achievedby permutation of the lines in the weight matrix V ):Consider one simple example to explain the introduced notation. Assume wehave ve (p = 4) functions, dened as follows:
'0(T ) = T; '1(T ) = e1T ; '2(T ) = e(e2T );
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'3(T ) = T; '4(T ) = e3T ; i > 0; i = 1; 3:Then  = (1; 2; 3); the functions '0(T ) and '3(T ) are P2()-equivalent, thefunctions '1(T ) and '4(T ) are P2()-equivalent and we can nd the vectors:
j0 = f(0; 3)g; j1 = f(1; 4)g; j2 = f(2)g:
Then l0 = 2; l1 = 2; l2 = 1; m = 2 and we obtain three groups of functions:
G1 = fT; Tg; G2 = fe1T ; e3T g; G3 = fe(e2T )g:
We give now an additional assumption on the functions 	i(; ); i = 0; p for thecase m > 0:
ASSUMPTION (	): Assume 	i(; x); i = 0; p;  2 A are the functions from As-sumption ('	) and m > 0: We suppose, that there exist some integers ik 2 [sj 1 +1; sj ] for every j = 0;m such that the functions 	ik(; ) 2 P0 and '0() 2 P1(g);g 2 G1:
For example, the function 	(; x) = xv1ev0x belongs to the class P0 if
A = f(v0; v1) : [f0g  (0;+1)] [ [(0;+1) ( 1;+1)]g:
By the construction of our sequential plans we shall dene m+1 systems of stop-
ping times on the bases of the sums of appropriately normalized integrals TRS b2i (t)dt;having the rates of increase 'i(T ); i = sj 1 + 1; sj with the rate generating func-tions from the corresponding groups Gj ; j = 0;m:To take this aim into account we introduce a "multidimensional time scale"T = (T0; : : : ; T0| {z }l0 ; T1; : : : ; T1| {z }l1 ; : : : ; Tm; : : : ; Tm| {z }lm ) if m > 0; T = (T0; : : : ; T0| {z }p+1 ) if m = 0:We shall substitute in the following the components of the vector T on the specialstopping times.Denote Tmax = maxi=0;mTi and Tmin = mini=0;mTi: We shall construct our sequentialestimation plans on the bases of the estimator #^(S; T ) with T = Tmin; which hasthe rate of convergence equals to g  12 (T )' 120 (T ) as T !1: At the same time we willuse for estimation the sample of the size Tmax: To keep the order of the convergencerate g  12 (Tmin)' 120 (Tmin) it is natural to demand the following property:
limT!1g
  12 (Tmax)' 120 (Tmax)g  12 (Tmin)' 120 (Tmin) <1:In view of the denition of the function g(T ); g 2 G0; this relation holds true on thefollowing admissible set for the time-scales T :
 := f(T ) : limT!1'0(Tmax)='0(Tmin) <1g: (13)
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2.2 Construction of sequential estimation plans
Let us return to the study of the equation (1) and assume that the Assumptions(V), (G), ('	) and (	) are valid.Let " be any positive number being xed in the sequel. Now we construct asequential estimation plan SEP(") = (T ("); #") where T (") and #" are the durationof estimation and the estimator of # with the "-accuracy in the sense of Lq-norm(2) respectively.To construct a sequential estimator #(") of # with preassigned accuracy " rstwe introduce a random time substitution for the weighted least square estimator#^(S; T ) from (5). This enables us to control the moments of the process (S; T ) inthe representation (9) of its deviation. To do that, we have to take into account thefact, that the Lq norms of the components of the vector b may have dierent ratesof increasing. The knowledge of these rates gives the possibility to construct thesystem of stopping times belonging to the admissible set :For every positive " let us x two unboundedly increasing sequences (n("))n1and (cn)n1 of positive (Ft) adapted stopping times (or real numbers) and realnumbers respectively, satisfying the following conditions: as n!1 and/or "! 0
'0(n(")) = o(g 1=2(" 1cn)" 1cn) P#   a.s.; (14)
X
n1 c q=2n <1 (15)
and for every xed " > 0 X
n1 g q=2(" 1cn) =1; (16)
where g(T ) = g('0(T )); g() 2 G1:Assume that  is a parameter of the functions 'i(; T ); i = 0; p from Denition(D1), which can be estimated consistently by observation of (x(t); a(t))t0: It is thecase in all of our examples below.Denote by i(n; "); i = 1; r; n  1 some estimators of the parameters i; i = 1; r;which we assume to be constructed using the trajectory of the observation process(x; a) of the duration n("): Dene
	(; n; ") = diagf" 1cn;	1(; " 1cn); : : : ;	p(; " 1cn)g;
~	(n; ") = 	((n; "); n; "); ~bn(t) = ~	 1=2(n; ")b(t) = (~b0n(t); : : : ;~bpn(t))0:
ASSUMPTION (): Let the condition (14) be fullled. The estimators (n; ") of theparameter  are supposed to have the properties:
ASSUMPTION (1): for every " > 0 and i = 1; p
~	ii(n; ")	ii(; n; ") ' C as n!1 P#   a.s.;
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ASSUMPTION (2): for every n  1 and i = 1; p~	ii(n; ")	ii(; n; ") ' C as "! 0 P#   a.s.In Section 3 Assumption () will be veried for the autoregressive process (3),considered in Example I and in Section 4 for the time delayed process (4) fromExample II.Let us dene the sequences of stopping times (fij(n; "); n  1); j = 0;m as follows
fij(n; ") = inffT > n(") : sjXi=sj 1+1
0B@ TZn(")
~b2in(t)dt
1CA
q=2
= 1g; (17)
where inffg =1 and denote
fimin(n; ") = minffi0(n; "); fi1(n; "); : : : ; fim(n; ")g:
Note, that for q = 2 and m = 0 the denition (17) can be written in the form
fi0(n; ") = inffT > n(") : TZn(") jj
~bn(t)jj2dt = 1g:
Moreover, in the case '0(T ) = : : : = 'p(T ) we can put V (t)  I; n(")  0 and
fi0(n; ") = inffT > 0 : tr G(T ) = " 1cng
(see, for comparison, [9]).All these stopping times are nite and tend to innity P# a.s. if n!1 or "! 0due to the Assumption (V). The stopping times fij(n; "); are constructed by usingdierent sequences ( ~	i(n; "); n  1); i = sj 1 + 1; sj ; j = 0;m; because, according
to the Assumption (V), the rates of increase of functions TZ0 b2i (t)dt from dierentgroups are dierent essentially.From the condition (6), the denition (8) of the martingales i(S; T ) and theBurkholder-Gundy inequality it follows that for any q  2 the sequences
(i(n("); fij(n; ")); n  1); i = sj 1 + 1; sj ; j = 0;m
satisfy for n  1 the inequalities
E#qi (n("); fij(n; "))  bqE#
0B@ fij(n;")Zn(") b
2i (t)dt
1CA
q=2
;
where bq is some positive constant. The value of bq can be obtained by making useof inequalities for local martingales (see Theorem 7 of Chapter 1 in [17] and [11]):
bq = 2q 1[3q 1 + 2 q2 (1 + qq)]  q + 1(q   1)q 1
 q2
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for q > 2 and b2 = 1:As follows, for the vector of noises
n;" = ~	 1=2(n; ")(n("); fimin(n; "))
for n  1 we have
E#jjn;"jjq = E# pXi=0hn;"i2i
!q=2  (p+ 1) q 22 bqE# pXi=0
0B@ fimin(n;")Zn(")
~b2in(t)dt
1CA
q=2

 (p+ 1) q 22 bqE# mXj=0
sjX
i=sj 1+1
0B@ fii(n;")Zn(")
~b2in(t)dt
1CA
q=2
 (p+ 1) q 22 (m+ 1)bq: (18)
Thus we have got the wanted control of the moments of the noises mentioned inthe Introduction. Note that for q = 2 and m = 0 we have the equalities
E#jj~n;"jj2 = E# fi0(n;")Zn(") jj
~bn(t)jj2dt = 1; n  1:
Put
fi(n; ") = (fi0(n; "); : : : ; fi0(n; ")| {z }l0 ; fi1(n; "); : : : ; fi1(n; ")| {z }l1 ; : : : ; fim(n; "); : : : ; fim(n; ")| {z }lm )
and fimax(n; ") = maxffi0(n; "); fi1(n; "); : : : ; fim(n; ")g:We shall prove below, that the vector-sequence (fi(n; ")) belongs to the set :The inequalities (18) suggest that the estimation of the parameter # should beperformed on the intervals [n("); fimin(n; ")] with the weights V (t) :
#(n; ") = #^(n("); fimin(n; ")); n  1:
For the construction of sequential plan we put
ff(") = inffN  1 : S(N; ")  %g; (19)
where
S(N; ") = NXn=1q(n; ")and (n; ") is dened as (n; ") = jjG 1n;"jj 1if the matrix Gn;" = (" 1cn)  12 ~	  12 (n; ")G(n("); fimin(n; "))
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is invertible; 0 in the other case,
% = bq(p+ 1) q 2q (m+ 1)Xn1 c q=2n :
DEFINITION (D2) The sequential plan (T ("); #(")) of estimation of the vector# 2  will be dened by the formulae
T (") = fimax(ff("); ") ; #(") = S 1(ff("); ") ff(")Xn=1q(n; ")#(n; "); (20)
where T (") is the duration of estimation, and #(") is the estimator of # with givenaccuracy " > 0:
By construction the sequential estimator #(") is a random weighted mean of theweighted LSE's #^(; ); calculated on the intervals [n("); fimin(n; ")]; n  1:The following theorem summarizes the main result concerning the sequential plan(T ("); #(")):
THEOREM 1. Suppose Assumptions (V ), (G); ('	), (	) and (1) hold and the con-ditions (14){(16) are fullled. Then for every " > 0 and every # 2  the sequentialplan (T ("); #(")) from Denition (D2) is closed, i.e. it holds T (") <1 P#   a.s.Moreover, the following statements are true:1: for any " > 0 it holds sup#2 k#(")  #k2q  ";2: if, in addition, the Assumption (2) is valid, then for every # 2 
a) lim"!0 h(")  '0(T (")) <1 P#   a.s.;
where the function h() is dened in (33) below, and, moreover, if the condition (12)is valid, then b) lim"!0 "  '0(T (")) > 0 P#   a.s.;3: if g(T ) = o(T ) as T !1 then under the conditions from 2 b) the estimator#(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#(") = # P#   a.s.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary # 2 : Let us verify the niteness of T (") = fimax(ff("); "):While the stopping times fii(n; ") due to Assumption (V) are nite for all i =0;m; n  1 and " > 0; it suces to establish the niteness of the stopping timesff("):From Assumptions (V), (' ; ) (1); (114), (14) and the representation
sjX
i=sj 1+1
	i(;'0(fij(n; ")))	ii(; n; ")
q=2 	ii(; n; ")~	ii(n; ")
!q=2
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 1'i(fij(n; "))
fij(n;")Z
n(") b
2i (t)dt
!q=2 = 1;
j = 0;m which is only the form of the denition (17), it follows that P#   a.s.sjX
i=sj 1+1
	i(;'0(fij(n; ")))	i(; " 1cn)
q=2 ' C as n!1;
j = 0;m and, as follows,sjX
i=sj 1+1
	i(;'0(fij(n; ")))	i(; " 1cn) ' C as n!1;
j = 0;m: Then, by the denition, the functions 'i(fij(n; ")) 2 Y (	[; ilj ]); ilj =(sj 1 + 1; : : : ; sj); i = sj 1 + 1; sj ; j = 0;m and, according to the denition of iljand the property 	[; ilj ] 2 Plj (); the functions 'i(fij(n; ")) 2 Y 0(	[; ilj ]) andthe following relations for i = sj 1 + 1; sj ; j = 0;m P#   a.s. hold true:
	i(;'0(fij(n; ")))	i(; " 1cn) ' C as n!1: (21)
Then, take into account Assumption (	); from (21) we obtain with P# probabilityone:
'0(fij(n; "))" 1cn ' C as n!1; j = 0;m: (22)Then for m > 0 we have
'0(fimin(n; "))" 1cn ' C as n!1 P#   a.s., (23)
'0(fii(n; "))'0(fij(n; ")) ' C as n!1; P#   a.s. (24)
i; j = 0;m and, as follows,
'0(fimax(n; "))'0(fimin(n; ")) ' C as n!1 P#   a.s. (25)
Then, by the denition (13), the vector-sequence (fi(n; ")) belongs to the set :From (21), (24) and Assumption (1) we can get with P#-probability one, for alli = 0; p; the relations
h' 1(fimin(n; ")) ~	(n; ")iii ' C as n!1: (26)
For suciently simple and smooth functions 	i (see, for example, Tables 3 and 6below), the relations (26) lead to knowledge of exact asymptotic behavior for the
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stopping times fii(n; "); i = 0;m; see examples below.From (14) and (23) it follows, that '0(n(")) = o(g 1=2(fimin(n; "))'0(fimin(n; ")))as n!1 P#   a.s. and, by the denition of the class G1; we obtain:
n(") = o(fimin(n; ")) as n!1 P#   a.s. (27)
Note, that all the obtained relations (21){(27) are also true P# a.s. under As-sumption (2) for every n  1 as " ! 0: From (25) it follows, that the vector-sequence (fi(n; ")) belongs to the set  as a function of n or " P# a.s.In the sequel, we denote ci; Ci; cij ; Cij ; ~Ci; ~Cij ; Cij ; : : : i; j;= 1; 2; : : : nonnega-tive constants or random numbers, and cij(T ); Cij(T ); ~Cij(T ); Cij(T ); : : : i; j;= 1;2; : : : nonnegative continuous periodic functions, possibly random and dierent evenwithin the same index.By making use of the relations (10), (23), (26) and (27) and denition (19) offunctions (n; ") we get the lower limiting bound for n large enough for these func-tions:
2(n; ") = jjG 1n;"jj 2 = (" 1cn) 1  jjG 1(n("); fimin(n; ")) ~	 12 (n; ")jj 2 = (" 1cn) 1
'0(fimin(n; "))  jj ~G 1(n("); fimin(n; "))  (' 1(fimin(n; ")) ~	(n; ")) 12 jj 2  C1  jj ~G 1(n("); fimin(n; "))jj 2  jj' 1(fimin(n; ")) ~	(n; ")jj 1 
 C2  jj ~G 1(n("); fimin(n; "))jj 2  Cg(fimin(n; "))  ?g(" 1cn) P#   a.s., (28)
where ? is some P#   a.s. positive and nite random number.Then for all " > 0; according to (16), the stopping times ff(") and T (") are niteP#   a.s.Analogously, using the condition (12) and relations (11), (23), (26), (27), for someP#   a.s. positive and nite random number  we can obtain the inequalities withP# probability one 2(n; ") = (" 1cn) 1'0(fimin(n; "))
jj ~G 1(n("); fimin(n; "))(' 1(fimin(n; ")) ~	(n; ")) 12 jj 2 == (" 1cn) 1'0(fimin(n; "))ftr [ ~G 1(n("); fimin(n; "))' 1(fimin(n; ")) ~	(n; ")( ~G0(n("); fimin(n; "))) 1]g 1  (" 1cn) 1'0(fimin(n; ")) 1minf' 1(fimin(n; ")) ~	(n; ")g 1maxf ~G 1(n("); fimin(n; "))( ~G0(n("); fimin(n; "))) 1g  (p+ 1)(" 1cn) 1'0(fimin(n; "))max('(fimin(n; "))
~	 1(n; "))jj ~G 1(n("); fimin(n; "))jj 2   <1 (29)
for n large enough.In a similar way, using the Assumption (2); we can get the inequalities (28)for every n  1 and small enough " and, using in addition the condition (12), the
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inequalities (29).1: Now we estimate the Lq norm of the deviation of #("): From (1) and thedenition (20) it follows that
k#(")  #k2q = (E# S 1(ff("); ")  k ff(")Xn=1 q(n; ")(#(n; ")  #)k)q )
2q :
According to the Holder inequality
X
n anbn  (
X
n a
qq 1n ) q 1q (Xn bqn)
1q ;
where we put an = q 1(n; ") and bn = (n; ")k#(n)   #k; we may enlarge thisexpression and continue the estimations by
k#(")  #k2q  E#S q(ff("); ")  Xn1q(n; ")k#(n; ")  #k
q 2q 
 E#S 1(ff("); ")Xn1q(n; ")k#(n; ")  #kq
 2q :
Then by denitions of ff("); (n; "); ~	(n; "); % and from (18) we have
k#(")  #k2q  (% 1 Xn1E#q(n; ")kG 1(n("); fimin(n; "))  (n("); fimin(n; "))kq)
2q =
= (% 1 Xn1E#q(n; ")(" 1cn) 
q2 kG 1n;"  n;"kq) 2q 
 "(% 1 Xn1 c 
q2n E#q(n; ")kG 1n;"kq  kn;"kq) 2q =
= "(% 1 Xn1 c q=2n E#kn;"kq)
2q  "(% 1(p+ 1) q 2q  (m+ 1)bq Xn1 c q=2n )
2q = ":
2: The second assertion follows from the Denition (D2) of T ("); the denition (19)of ff("); Assumptions (G) and (2); condition (12) and relations (22), (28), (29).Indeed, according to (22) for "! 0 under the Assumption (2) for every n  1
"'0(fimax(n; ")) ' C as "! 0 P#   a.s. (30)
Denote ff1 = inffN  1 : N  %(?) q=2g;
ff2(") = inffN  1 : NXi=1 g q=2(" 1cn) > % q=2? g:Using the denition (19) of ff(") and (28) for " small enough we have
ff(")  ff2(") P#   a.s. (31)
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and, in addition, under the condition (12) from (29) for " small enough we obtain
ff(")  ff1 P#   a.s. (32)
Denote
h(") = "c 1ff2("): (33)
Take into account, that by Denition (D2), T (") = fimax(ff("); ") and from therelations (30){(32) we obtain the second assertion of Theorem 1:
lim"!0 h(")  '0(T (")) <1 as "! 0 P#   a.s.and lim"!0 "  '0(T (")) > 0 as "! 0 P#   a.s.The lower and upper bounds exist under the Assumption (G) and, in addition, underthe condition (12) respectively.Note, that for the constant function g()  const; the stopping time ff2(") 'C as "! 0 P#   a.s. and in this case we have
"  '0(T (")) ' C as "! 0 P#   a.s.
3: First we establish the strong consistency of #(n; ") as " ! 0: By the denitionof #(n; ") we can write
#(n; ") # = (" 1cn) 1=2G 1n;"n;" = ['0(fimin(n; "))"c 1n ]1=2 [g 1=2(fimin(n; "))G 1n;"]
[ ~	 1(n; ")'(fimin(n; "))]1=2  [g1=2(fimin(n; "))' 1=20 (fimin(n; "))' 1=2(fimin(n; "))  (n("); fimin(n; "))]:According to (23), (26) and (28) the rst three factors in the right-hand side of thisequality are bounded P# a.s. on the norm from above for " small enough or n largeenough.In the sequel we will use the notation limn_" which means, that the correspondingrelation holds for limn!1 as well as for lim"!0 :The last factor vanishes in P#   a.s. sense in view of (27), condition g(T ) =o(T ); T !1 of Theorem 1, and by the properties of the square integrable martin-gales i(0; T ) for all i = 0; p :
limn_" g1=2(fimin(n; "))  i(n("); fimin(n; "))'1=20 (fimin(n; "))  '1=2ii (fimin(n; ")) = limT!1
g1=2('0(T ))  i(0; T )'1=20 (T )  '1=2ii (T ) = 0 P# a.s.Then the estimators #(n; ") are strongly consistent as "! 0 for every n  1 and asn!1 for every " > 0:Moreover, taking into account for " small enough the relations (29){(32) for theweights (n; ") and times ff(") we can see that the weighted arithmetical mean #(")of estimators #(n; ") is strongly consistent as well.Hence Theorem 1 is proved.
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3 Sequential parameter estimation of an autoregressiveprocess
As an application, in this section we will use the general estimation procedure,presented in Section 2 for sequential parameter estimation of a second-order autore-gressive process.Dene p = 1; x(t) = _xt; a0(t) = _xt; a1(t) = xt: Then the equation (1) has theform (3):
d _xt = #0 _xtdt+ #1xtdt+ dW (t); t  0: (34)
Denote by 0 and 1 the roots of its characteristic polynomial
q() = 2   #0  #1:
Now we write equation (34) in the matrix form:
dX(t) = AX(t)dt+BdW (t); (35)
where A =  #0 #11 0
! ; X(t) =  _xtxt
! ; B =  10
! :
It is obviously, that the roots 0; 1 are the eigenvalues of the matrix A and
0 = #02 +
s#02
2 + #1; 1 = #02  
s#02
2 + #1:
For this model we can dene the following parametric sets~1 = ~11 [ ~12 [ ~13 [ ~14;~11 = f# 2 R2 : #0 < 0; #1 < 0g;~12 = f# 2 R2 : #0 > 0; #1 <   (#0=2)2g;~13 = f# 2 R2 : #0 = 0; #1 < 0g;~14 = f# 2 R2 : #0 > 0; #1 =   (#0=2)2g;~2 = f# 2 R2 : #0 > 0;  (#0=2)2 < #1 < 0g;~3 = f# 2 R2 : #1 > 0gand we put ~ = ~1 [ ~2 [ ~3 = R2 n f# 2 R2 : #1 = 0g:Remark 3.1. As usual, the condition #1 6= 0 means the knowledge of the order(p = 1) of the process (34). It should be noted that the problem of sequentialestimation for the case ~ n f# 2 R2 : #0 = 0g has been solved, in principle, in [6],[7].Now we show, that the smallest min(G(T )) and the largest max(G(T )) eigenval-ues respectively of the empirical information matrix G(T ) = Z T0 X(t)X 0(t)dt havethe given in Table 1 asymptotic rates of increase:
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Table 1
Region min(G(T )) max(G(T ))~11 T T~12 e#0T e#0T~13 T 2 T 2~14 T 2e#0T T 2e#0T~2 e21T e20T~3 T e#0T
We shall nd the weight matrices V and V (t) for all the dened regions. Intro-duce following notation: vi = Rei;  = Imi; i = 0; 1:The sets ~11; : : : ; ~14; ~2; ~3; dened above can be rewritten in terms of eigen-values 0; 1 in the following form:
~11 = f# 2 R2 :  1 < v1  v0 < 0g; ~12 = f# 2 R2 : 0 < v1 = v0 <1;  6= 0g;
~13 = f# 2 R2 : v0 = 0;  6= 0g; ~14 = f# 2 R2 : 0 < v1 = v0 <1;  = 0g;~2 = f# 2 R2 : 0 < v1 < v0 <1g; ~3 = f# 2 R2 :  1 < v1 < 0 < v0 <1g:The linear rates of increase for min(G(T )) and max(G(T )) in the case ~11 followfrom the equality
limT!1T 1G(T ) = F11 P#   a:s:; (36)
obtained in [7], where F11 is a non-degenerate constant matrix. Assumption (V) isfullled if we put '0(T ) = '1(T ) = T; V (t)  V = I:From Lemma 3 in [7] it follows, that for # 2 ~12 [ ~14
limT!1 e ATG(T )e A0T = F12 P#   a:s:; (37)
where F12 = Z 10 e AtUU 0e A0tdt; U =
Z 10 e AtdW (t)Band F12 is random P#   a:s: positive denite matrix.Consider the case ~12 of complex eigenvalues 0 = v0 + i; 1 = v0   i; v0 =#02 ;  =
s#02
2 + #1: In this case we can nd the diagonal form of the matrix A
A = ~Q 112
 1 00 0
! ~Q12; where ~Q12 =  1 #10 #1
! : (38)
Then in the case ~12; using of the equality (37) and the representation (38), we havewith P# probability one
limT!1 jje 2v0TG(T )  F12(T )jj = 0; (39)
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where, for T  0;
F12(T ) = ~Q12J 112 (T ) ~Q 112 F12( ~Q012) 1J 112 (T ) ~Q012;
J12(T ) =  (cosT + i sinT ) 00 (cosT   i sinT )
! :
The eigenvalues of the limiting positive denite matrix function F12(T ) havepositive nite constant bounds. As follows, Assumption (V) is fullled with '0(T ) ='1(T ) = e2v0T ; V (t)  V = I:Consider the case ~13: The following diagonal representation for the matrix A
A = Q13 i 00  i
!Q 113 ; Q13 =
 i  i1 1
! ;  = qj#1j
holds true. Then eAt = Q13J12(t)Q 113 andX(t) = Q13J12(t)Q 113 X(0) +Q13J13(t)Q 113 B;where J13(t) =  A0tmt 00 B0tmt
! ; mt =  tt
! ;
At =  cost+ i sint  sint  i cost
! ; t = Z t0 cossdW (s);
Bt =  cost  i sint  sint+ i cost
! ; t = Z t0 sinsdW (s):Using the strong law for martingales (see [16]), we can obtain the following P# a:s: equation:
limt!1 jjt 1X(t)X 0(t) R(t)jj = 0; (40)where
R(t) = 142Q13
  r(t) 11  r(t)
!Q013; r(t) = 1  21 + 2 cos 2t+ i sin 2t:
From (40) it follows that P#   a:s:
limT!1 1T 2G(T ) = F13; (41)where F13 = 182Q13
 0 11 0
!Q013
and Assumption (V) holds with '0(T ) = '1(T ) = T 2; V (t)  V = I:In the case ~14 we can nd the following Jordan form for the matrix A :
A = Q 114
 v0 10 v0
!Q14; Q14 =  1 (1  v0)1  v0
!
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and, as follows, the representation for the matrix exponent
e AT = Q 114
 1 t0 1
!Q14e v0t:
Then, from (37), denoting
S14 =   v0 v20 1 v0
! ;
we obtain with P# probability one,
limT!1 1T 2e2v0T G(T ) = F14; F14 = S14F12S014; (42)
limT!1 1e4v0T det(G(T )) = v40det(F12): (43)In the sequel we say that functions f and g are equivalent asymptotically for Tlarge enough (f(T )  g(T )) if f(T )=g(T )! C as T !1 for some positive numberC: From (42) and (43) it follows that max(G(T ))  T 2e2v0T ; min(G(T ))  T 2e2v0Tin the case ~14 and Assumption (V) holds true if we put '0(T ) = '1(T ) = T 2e2v0T ;V (t)  V = I:Consider the cases ~2 and ~3: Denote
Q23 =  Q0Q1
! ; Q0 = (1; v0); Q1 = (1; v1);
q0() =   v0; q1() =   v1:Following an idea of [14], in the case of real eigenvalues i = vi; i = 0; 1 thecharacteristic polynomial q() can be written in the form q() = q0()  q1() and
v0 + v1 = #0; v0  v1 =  #1:
The matrix Q23 for #0 6= #1 is non-degenerate and
A = Q 123 J23Q23; J23 =
 v1 00 v0
! : (44)
Similar to [7] we can get following decomposition (45) for the process Z(t) =QX(t) in the cases ~2 [ ~3 : Z(t) = (Z1(t); Z2(t))0; Z1(t) = Q0X(t) = X1(t)  v0X2(t); Z2(t) = Q1X(t) = X1(t)  v1X2(t);( dZ1(t) = v1Z1(t)dt+ dW (t);dZ2(t) = v0Z2(t)dt+ dW (t): (45)
This decomposition is similar to that, obtained in [14] for discrete-time autoregres-sive processes.
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In view of Lemma 3 in [7], putting '0(T ) = e2v1T ; '1(T ) = e2v0T in the case ~2and '0(T ) = T; '1(T ) = e2v0T in the case ~3 we get with P# probability one
limT!1' 1=2(T )Q23G(T )Q023' 1=2(T ) = F23; (46)where F23 is some positive denite matrix with random elements, which is dier indier cases ~2 and ~3:From (46) can be nd the rates of increase of min(G(T )) and max(G(T )) forthe cases ~2 and ~3; given in Table 2.Of course, the sign of the reals v1 and v0 dene the asymptotic properties of thecomponents Z1(t) and Z2(t) respectively. As we can see below, Assumption (V) isfullled if we put
V (t) =  1  v^0(t)1  v^1(t)
! ; V = Q23 (47)
for # 2 ~2 and
V (t) =  1  v^0(t)0 1
! ; V =  1  v00 1
! (48)
for ~3; where v^0(t) = log ^0(t); v^1(t) = log ^1(t);
^0(t) = R t0 xsxs 1dsR t0 x2s 1ds ; ^1(t) =
R t0 y^sy^s 1dsR t0 y^2s 1ds ;y^s = xs   ^0(s)xs 1 is an estimator of the process ys = xs   0xs 1; s  0:Note that we use in the case ~3 the matrix V; dened in (48) instead of Q23because both the processes Z2() and X2() are unstable.Now we dene the processes ~Z1(t) = X1(t)   v^0(t)X2(t) and ~Z2(t) = X1(t)  v^1(t)X2(t) estimating of Z1(t) and Z2(t) respectively.Now we will nd the rates of convergence for all the introduced in (48) estimatorsv^i(t) and ^i(t); i = 0; 1 and verify Assumptions (V) and (G) for the case ~2:From the denition of the set ~2 it follows that the solutions Z1(t) and Z2(t) ofthe equations (45) have the following asymptotic properties for t!1 :
e v1tZ1(t) = Z1 + o(e 1t) P#   a.s.;e v0tZ2(t) = Z2 + o(e 0t) P#   a.s.;
where 0 < 1 < v1; 0 < 0 < v0; Z1 = Z1(0) + R10 e v1sdW (s); Z2 = Z2(0) +Z 10 e v0sdW (s); Z1(0) = _x(0)  v0x(0); Z2(0) = _x(0)  v1x(0):Denote '(T ) = diagf'0(T ); '1(T )g; '0(T ) = ev1T ; '1(T ) = ev0T :Using obtained above asymptotic properties of the functions Z1(t); Z2(t) and thedenition of '(T ) a short calculation shows that P#   a.s.
limT!1' 1=2(T ) 
Z T0 Z(t)Z 0(t)dt  ' 1=2(T ) = Z; (49)
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Z =  12v1Z21 1v0+v1Z1Z21v0+v1Z1Z2 12v0Z22
! :
The solution of the equation (35) has the form:
X(t) = eAtX(0) + Z t0 eA(t s)dW (s)B
and, according to (44), it can be rewritten as
X(t) = Q 123 eJ23tQ23X(0) +Q 123 Z t0 eJ23(t s)dW (s)Q23B:As follows, for t!1;
Xi(t) = C0iev0t + C1iev1t + o(e1t);
where 1 2 (0; v1); i = 1; 2;
C0i =< Q 123 I1Q23X(0) +Q 123 I1 Z 10 e J23sdW (s)Q23B >i;
Ci =< Q 123 I2Q23X(0) +Q 123 I2 Z 10 e J23sdW (s)Q23B >i;
I1 =  0 00 1
! ; I2 =  1 00 0
! :
Then, by the denition of ~2; as t!1; with P# probability one we have
e v0tX1(t) = C01 + C11e (v0 v1)t + o(e (v0 v1 1)t);e v0txt = C02 + C12e (v0 v1)t + o(e (v0 v1 1)t);e v1tyt = ~C12 + o(e (v1 1)t); (50)
where ~C12 = C12(1  0 11 ):From (50), as t!1; putting 2 = 2(v0   v1) ^ (v0   v1 + 1); we get
^0(t)  0 = R t0 xs 1ysdsR t0 x2s 1ds = 2v0
~C12ev0(v0 + v1)C02  e (v0 v1)t+
+v0 ~C12C12e2v0 v1v1C202 e 2(v0 v1)t + o(e 2(v0 v1)t) + o(e (v0 1)t) P#   a.s.Then, as t!1; with P# probability one we have
y^t = yt   (^0(t)  0)xt 1 = v1   v0v0 + v1 ~C12ev1t+
+ ~C22e (v0 2v1)t +O(e (2v0 3v1)t) + o(e 1t); (51)
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where ~C22 = v0C12 ~C12ev0 v1C02
 ev0v1C02 + 2v0 + v1

and denoting C^22 = ~C22(1  0 11 ); as t!1 we obtain
y^t   1y^t 1 = C^22e (v0 2v1)t +O(e (2v0 3v1)t) + o(e 1t) P#   a.s. (52)
From (47), (51) and (52), as t!1; for the estimator ^1(t) we get
^1(t)  1 = R t0(y^s   1y^s 1)y^s 1dsR t0 y^2s 1ds = (v0 + v1)e
v1C^22(v1   v0) ~C12  e (v0 v1)t+
+O(e 2(v0 v1)t) + o(e (v1+1)t) P#   a.s.Then, by the denition (47) of the estimators v^0 and v^1; as "! 0 we have
v^0(t)  v0 = C0ve (v0 v1)t +O(e 2(v0 v1)t); (53)
v^1(t)  v1 = C1ve (v0 v1)t +O(e 2(v0 v1)t) + o(e (v1+1)t) P#   a.s.; (54)
where C0v = 2v0 ~C12(v0 + v1)C02 ; C1v = (v0 + v1)C^22(v1   v0) ~C12 :From (50), (53) and (54) by the denition of ~Z1(t) = X1(t)   v^0(t)X2(t) and~Z2(t) = X1(t)  v^1(t)X2(t) with P#-probability one, for t!1; it follows
e v1t ~Z1(t) = ~Z1 +O(e (v0 v1)t) + o(e 1t);e v0t ~Z2(t) = Z2 +O(e (v0 v1)t) + o(e 0t);
~Z1 = Z1   C0C0v and P#   a.s.; as T !1;
' 1=2(T )  Z T0 ~Z(t) ~Z 0(t)dt  ' 1=2(T )! ~Z; (55)where ~Z =  12v1 ~Z21 1v0+v1 ~Z1Z21v0+v1 ~Z1Z2 12v0Z22
! :
Then, according to (49) and (55) Assumption (V) holds true. Moreover, it canbe shown by using the denition of G(T ) in point 2.1 and the equation (46), that inthe P#   a.s. sense
limT!1G 1(T ) = 2(v0 + v1)(v0   v1)2 
 v1(v0 + v1) ~Z 11 Z 11  2v0v1Z 11 ~Z 12 2v0v1 ~Z 11 Z 12 v0(v0 + v1)Z 12 ~Z 12
! :
From this it follows Assumption (G) by g(T )  1 and with P#-probability one
limT :S"1 ~G 1(S; T ) = limT!1'1=20 (T )(V 0' 1=2(T ))G 1(T ) = G?; (56)
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G? = 2(v0 + v1)(v0   v1)2 
 v1(v0 + v1) ~Z 11 Z 11  2v0v1Z 11 ~Z 12 v0v1(v0 + v1) ~Z 11 Z 11 2v20v1Z 11 ~Z 12
! :
Now we verify Assumptions (V) and (G) for the case ~3:In this case the solution Z1(t) = X1(t)   v0X2(t) of the rst equation in (45)and the solution X(t) of the system (35) have the following asymptotic P#   a.s.properties:
limT!1 1T TR0 Z21 (t)dt = fz;Xi(t) = C0iev0t + C1i~xt +O(ev1t) i = 1; 2; t!1; (57)
where (~xt) is a stationary process, which is a linear combination of the integrals1Z
t ev0(t s)dW (s) and
tZ
 1 ev1(t s)dW (s); fz is some positive constant. As follows,with P# probability one,
limT!1 1e2v0T TR0 x2tdt = C2022v0 ;yt = C12~xt   0C12~xt 1 +O(ev1t); t!1; (58)
where the process yt = xt   0xt 1; 0 = ev0 and for some positive constant fy;
limT!1 1T
TZ
0 y2t dt = fy P#   a.s. (59)
Dene
Y ?(T ) = TZ 1 y?t e v0(T t)dt; Y ?1 (T ) =
TZ
 1 Z?1 (t)e v0(T t)dt;
where (y?t )t> 1 and (Z?1 (t))t> 1 are stationary Gaussian processes, continuous inprobability and having a spectral density, such that, as T !1;
1T R T0 [y?t   yt]2dt! 0; 1T R T0 [Z?1 (t)  Z1(t)]2dt! 0 P#   a.s.
Then the processes Y ?(T ) and Y ?1 (T ) are stationary and ergodic (see [19]) andwe have with P#-probability one:
limT!1
 1ev0T TR0 Z1(t)ev0tdt  Y ?1 (T )
 = 0; limT!1
 1ev0T TR0 ytev0tdt  Y ?(T )
 = 0: (60)
From (47), (57){(60), as t!1;
^0(t)  0 = R t0 xsys 1dsR t0 x2s 1ds = C0v(t)  e v0t +O(te 2v0t) P#   a.s.;
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C0v(t) = 2v0C02Y ?(t):Then, by the denition (47) of the estimators v^0 we have
v^0(t)  v0 = C0v(t)e v0  e v0t +O(te 2v0t): (61)
From (57) and (61) by the denition of ~Z1(t) = X1(t)   v^0(t)X2(t) with P#-probability one, as t!1; it follows~Z1(t) = Z??1 (t) + Z1(t) +O(te v0t);Z??1 (t) = Z?1 (t)  2v0Y ?(t);Z1(t) = Z1(t)  Z?1 (t) and denoting
Z??(T ) = TZ 1 Z??1 (t)e v0(T t)dt;we obtain for stationary process (Z??(T )) with P#-probability one the followingproperties of the process ( ~Z1(t)) :
limT!1
 1ev0T TR0 ~Z1(t)ev0tdt  Z??(T )
 = 0; limT!1 1T TR0 ~Z21 (t)dt = E#(Z??1 (0))2: (62)
From (57), (60) and (62) we nd with P#-probability one:
limT!1
 1ev0T TR0 Z1(t)xtdt  C02Y ?1 (T )
 = 0;
limT!1
 1ev0T TR0 ~Z1(t)xtdt  C02Z??(T )
 = 0:
By the denition of the processes Y ?1 (T ) and Z??(T ) it immediately follows, that forh! 0 we have E[Y ?1 (T +h) Y ?1 (T )]2 = O(h) and E[Z??(T +h) Z??(T )]2 = O(h):Then, from Proposition 2 in the Appendix it follows that jY ?1 (T )j = O(plnT );jZ??(T )j = O(plnT ); as T !1 P#   a.s. Then, putting b(t) = ( ~Z1(t); xt)0; b(t) =(Z1(t); xt)0; '0(T ) = T; '1(T ) = e2v0T ; we can nd the P#   a.s. limit
limT!1G(T ) =
 E#Z?1 (0)Z??1 (0) 00 C2022v0
! :
Thus for  = v0; 	1(; x) = e2v0x; Assumptions (V) and (G) hold true and, similarlyto (56), with P#-probability one,
limT :S"1 ~G 1(S; T ) = ~G3; (63)
~G3 = [E#Z?1 (0)Z??1 (0)] 1 
 1 0 v0 0
! :
Thus all the Assumptions (V), (G), ('	) and (	) are fullled if we put the setA = (0;+1) in the cases ~12 [ ~14 [ ~3; A = f(v0; v1) : 0 < v1 < v0 <1g in thecase ~2 and
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Table 2Region b0(t) b1(T ) b0(t) b1(T )~11 X1(t) X2(t) X1(t) X2(t)~12 X1(t) X2(t) X1(t) X2(t)~13 X1(t) X2(t) X1(t) X2(t)~14 X1(t) X2(t) X1(t) X2(t)~2 ~Z1(t) ~Z2(t) Z1(t) Z2(t)~3 ~Z1(t) X2(t) Z1(t) X2(t)Table 3Region '0(; T ) '1(; T )  	1(; x) g(')~11 T T - x 1~12 e2v0T e2v0T v0 x 1~13 T 2 T 2 - x 1~14 T 2e2v0T T 2e2v0T - x ln8 '~2 e2v1T e2v0T (v0; v1) xv0=v1 1~3 T e2v0T v0 e2v0x 1
Then l0 = 2; m = 0 for # 2 ~1 [ ~2 and l0 = 1; l1 = 1; m = 1 for # 2 ~3:Further we shall construct sequential estimation plans in all cases ~1; ~2 and~3 separately. Then we shall use these plans for the construction of the sequentialestimator, which works on the whole plane R2 except of the set f# 2 R2 : #1 = 0g:
3.1 Estimation procedure for the case ~1From Table 3 it is clear, that the functions '0(T ) and '1(T ) are equal if # variesin ~1i; i = 1; 4: They are dierent for # from dierent ~1i: Moreover, in all thesesubsets we have V (t)  V = I: Thus we can dene a sequential estimation plan ofthe type (20) for all set ~1; where n(") = 0; n  1 and in the denition of stoppingtimes fi0(n; ") we take 	1((n; "); " 1cn) = " 1cn:Denote SEP1(") = (T1("); #1(")) the sequential plan (20) with these parameters,which in the considered case has the form:
T1(") = fi1(ff1("); "); #1(") = S 11 (ff1("); ") ff1(")Xn=1 q1(n; ")#1(n; "); (64)where
fi1(n; ") = inffT > 0 :
0@ TZ0 X21 (t)dt
1Aq=2 +
0@ TZ0 X22 (t)dt
1Aq=2 = (" 1cn)q=2g;
ff1(") = inffN  1 : S1(N; ")   11 %1g;1 2 (0; 1) is an arbitrary chosen constant and %1 = bq2 q 2q Pn1 c q=2n ;
S1(N; ") = NXn=1q1(n; "); 1(n; ") = jjG 11 (n; ")jj 1; G1(n; ") = (" 1cn) 1G(fi1(n; "));
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G(T ) = TZ0 X(t)X 0(t)dt; X(t) = ( _xt; xt)0;
#1(n; ") = G 1(fi1(n; "))  (fi1(n; ")); (T ) = Z T0 X(t)dX1(t):Now we introduce the following notation: [a]1 is the integer part of a; a ^b =min(a,b), a _ b =max(a,b);
f11 = [< F11 >q=211 + < F11 >q=222 ]2=q; 11 = f11  jjF 111 jj;
r011 = f 111  c[ 11 q11%1 1]1_1; r0011 = f 111  c[ 11 q11%1]1+1;f 012 = [supT>0(< F12(T ) >q=211 + < F12(T ) >q=222 )]2=q;
f 0012 = [ infT>0(< F12(T ) >q=211 + < F12(T ) >q=222 )]2=q;012 = f 0012  infT>0 jjF 112 (T )jj; 0012 = f 012  supT>0 jjF 112 (T )jj;
r012 = 12v0 ln(f 012) 1  c[ 11 1(012)q 1]1_1; r0012 = 12v0 ln(f 0012) 1  c[ 11 1(0012)q ]1+1;f13 = [< F13 >q=211 + < F13 >q=222 ]2=q; 13 = f13jjF 113 jj;
r013 = rf 113 c[ 11 1q13 1]1_1; r0013 =
rf 113 c[ 11 1q13+1]1 ;
f14 = [< F14 >q=211 + < F14 >q=222 ]2=q; 14 = f14(v40jF14j) 1jjF14jj;ff14(") = [ 11 %1v 4q0 q14 ln4q " 1]1 + 1;
r014 = 12v0 ln f 114 c[ 11 1q14 1]1_1; r0014 = 12v0 ln f 114 :The next corollary concentrate the basic properties of the considered estimators.
Corollary 3:1 Let the parameter # in (34) belongs to the set ~1: Then for any " > 0the sequential plan SEP1(") dened in (64) is closed. It has the following properties:1: for any " > 0 sup#2~1 jj#1(")  #jj2q  "1;2: the following relations hold with P# { probability one:{ for # 2 ~11
0 < r011  lim"!0 "T1(")  lim"!0 "T1(")  r0011 <1;
{ for # 2 ~12
0 < r012  lim"!0 [T1(")  12v0 ln " 1]  lim"!0 [T1(")  12v0 ln " 1]  r0012 <1;
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{ for # 2 ~13
0 < r013  lim"!0 p"T1(")  lim"!0 p"T1(")  r0013 <1;
{ for # 2 ~14
lim"!0 [T1(") + 1v0 lnT1(")  12v0 ln " 1]  r014 > 0;
lim"!0 [T1(") + 1v0 lnT1(")  12v0 ln " 1  12v0 ln cff14(")]  r0014 <1;3: the estimator #1(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#1(") = # P#   a.s.Proof. The proof of Corollary 3:1; except of the second assertion, follows directlyfrom Theorem 1. Now we verify assertion 2:From (36), (39), (41){(43) and the denitions of fi1(n; ") and 1(n; ") it followswith P#-probability one: for n  1{ for # 2 ~11
lim"!0 "fi1(n; ") = f 111  cn; lim"!0 1(n; ") =  111 ;
{ for # 2 ~12
(f 012) 1  cn  lim"!0 "efi1(n;")  lim"!0 "efi1(n;")  (f 0012) 1  cn;
(012) 1  lim"!0 1(n; ")  lim"!0 1(n; ")  (0012) 1;{ for # 2 ~13
lim"!0 p"fi1(n; ") = qf 113  cn; lim"!0 1(n; ") =  113 ;
{ for # 2 ~14
lim"!0 [fi1(n; ") + 1v0 ln fi1(n; ")  12v0 ln " 1] = 12v0 ln f 114 + 12v0 ln cn;
(2v0)4 114  lim"!0 ln4 " 1  1(n; "); lim"!0 1(n; ")   114Then by the denition of ff1(") we have:{ for # 2 ~11
([ 11 q11%1]1   1) _ 1  lim"!0 ff1(")  lim"!0 ff1(")  [ 11 q11%1]1 + 1 P#   a.s.;
{ for # 2 ~12
[ 11 %1q12   1]1 _ 1  lim"!0 ff1(")  lim"!0 ff1(")  [ 11 %1q12]1 + 1 P#   a.s.;
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{ for # 2 ~13
([ 11 %1q13]1   1) _ 1  lim"!0 ff1(")  lim"!0 ff1(")  [ 11 %1q13]1 + 1 P#   a.s.;
{ for # 2 ~14
([ 11 %1q14]1   1) _ 1  lim"!0 ff1(") P#   a.s.
and for " small enough ff1(")  ff14(") P#   a.s.From the denition of T1(") we nally get the second assertion of Corollary 3.1.Hence Corollary 3.1 is proved.
Remark 3.2. Similar to [6], the asymptotic constants r011 and r0011 in the station-ary case ~11 can be changed by r011 = r0011 = f 111 (it coincides with the optimalconvergence rate of the MLE) by appropriate chosen sequences (cn) and (n):If in the case ~14; cn = o(e(na)) as n!1; a = 1=4q; then ln cff14(") = o(ln " 1);as "! 0 and lim"!0 T1(")ln " 1 = 12v0 P#   a.s.
3.2 Estimation procedure for the case ~2Now we dene the sequential plan SEP2(") for estimation # 2 ~2:Put n(") = ln " 1cnln ln " 1cn ; n  1; " > 0and in the denition of the stopping times fi(n; ") we take
(n; ") := 2(n; ") = (v^1(n(")); v^0(n("));
	1(~2(n; "); " 1cn) = (" 1cn)~2(n;");~2(n; ") = v^0(n("))=v^1(n("));where v^0() and v^1() are dened in (47).Therefore, using (53) and (54) a short calculation gives for i = 1; 2 the equalities
limn_" ~	ii(n; ")	ii(; n; ") = 1; P#   a.s.
and, as follows, Assumptions (1) and (2) are fullled. Thus all conditions ofTheorem 1 hold true.Denote SEP2(") = (T2("); #2(")) the sequential plan (20) with these parameters,which in considered case has the form:
T2(") = fi2(ff2("); "); #2(") = S 12 (ff2("); ") ff2(")Xn=1 q2(n; ")#2(n; "); (65)
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where
fi2(n; ") = inffT > 0 :
0B@ 1" 1cn
TZ
n(") ~Z
21 (t)dt
1CA
q=2
+
+
0B@ 1(" 1cn)~2(n;")
TZ
n(") ~Z
22 (t)dt
1CA
q=2
= 1g;
ff2(") = inffN  1 : S2(N; ")   12 %1g;2 2 (0; 1) is some arbitrary chosen constant;
S2(N; ") = NXn=1q2(n; "); 2(n; ") = jjG 12 (n; ")jj 1;
G2(n; ") = (" 1cn) 1=2 ~	 1=2(n; ")G(n("); fi2(n; "));~	(n; ") = diagf" 1cn; (" 1cn)~2(n;")g;
G(S; T ) = TZS ~Z(t)X
0(t)dt; ~Z(t) = ( ~Z1(t); ~Z2(t))0;
#2(n; ") = G 1(n("); fi2(n; "))  (n("); fi2(n; "));
(S; T ) = Z TS ~Z(t)dX1(t):Now we introduce following notation: let sq be the positive root of the equation sq  ~Z212v1
!q=2 +  sv0=v1q  Z222v0
!q=2 = 1;
S? = diagfs 1q ; s  v0+v12v1q g; 2 = jjG?  S?jjand dene
r02 = 12v1 ln sq  c[ 12 %1q2 1]1_1; r002 = 12v1 ln sq  c[ 12 %1q2]1+1:
Corollary 3.2 Let the parameter # in (34) belongs to the set ~2: Then for any " > 0the sequential plan SEP2(") dened in (65) is closed. It has the following properties:1: for any " > 0 sup#2~2 jj#2(")  #jj2q  "2;2: the following relations hold with P# { probability one:
0 < r02  lim"!0 [T2(")  12v1 ln " 1]  lim"!0 [T2(")  12v1 ln " 1]  r002 <1;
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3: the estimator #2(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#2(") = # P#   a.s.Proof. The proof of Corollary 3.2, except of second assertion, follows from Theorem1. Assertion 2 can be veried similar to the second assertion of Corollary 3.1.Indeed, from the denition (65) of stopping times fi2(n; ") and (53){(56) we can ndthe limits
limn_" e2v1fi2(n;")" 1cn = sq P#   a.s.; (66)
limn_" G 12 (n; ") = G?  S? P#   a.s. (67)and, by the denition of 2(n; ") :
limn_" 2(n; ") =  12 P#   a.s. (68)The second assertion of Corollary 3.2 follows from (66){(68).The proof of Corollary 3.2 is complete.
3.3 Estimation procedure for the case ~3Let (n("))n1; " > 0 be some chosen non-random function, satisfying the condition(14) and such that
limn_" n(")ln " 1cn =1: (69)In the denition of stopping times fi(n; ") we take (n; ") := 3(n; ") = v^0(n("));	1((n; "); " 1cn) = e2v^0(n("))" 1cn ; where v^0() is dened in (48).Therefore, the Assumptions (1) and (2) are fullled, because according to (61)and (69)
limn_" ~	22(n; ")	22(; n; ") = limn_" e2(v^0(n(")) v0)" 1cn = 1 P#   a.s.and therefore all conditions of Theorem 1 hold true.Denote SEP3(") = (T3("); #3(")) the sequential plan (20) with these parameters,which in considered case has the form:
T3(") = maxffi31(ff3("); "); fi32(ff3("); ")g; (70)
#3(") = S 13 (ff3("); ") ff3(")Xn=1 q3(n; ")#3(n; ");where
fi31(n; ") = inffT > 0 : TZn(") ~Z
21 (t)dt = " 1cng;
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fi32(n; ") = inffT > 0 : TZn(") x
2tdt = e2v^0(n("))" 1cng;
ff3(") = inffN  1 : S3(N; ")  2 13 %1g;3 2 (0; 1) is some arbitrary chosen constant;
S3(N; ") = NXn=1q3(n; "); 3(n; ") = jjG 13 (n; ")jj 1;
fimin(n; ") = minffi31(n; "); fi32(n; ")g;G3(n; ") = (" 1cn) 1=2 ~	 1=2(3(n; "); " 1cn) G(n("); fimin(n; "));
G(S; T ) =
0BBB@
TRS ~Z1(t) _xtdt
TRS ~Z1(t)xtdtTRS _xtxtdt
TRS x2tdt
1CCCA ;
#3(n; ") = G 1(n("); fimin(n; "))(n("); fimin(n; "));
(S; T ) =
0@ TZS ~Z1(t)d _xt;
TZ
S xtdxt
1A0 :
We introduce the following notation: put
3 = (1 + v20)1=2 1 _ E#(Z??1 (0))2jE#Z?1 (0)Z??1 (0)jand dene r03 = ([E#(Z??1 (0))2] ^ 1) 1c[2 13 %1q3 1]1_1;r003 = ([E#(Z??1 (0))2] ^ 1) 1c[2 13 %1q3]1+1:Corollary 3.3 Let the parameter # in (34) belongs to the set ~3: Then for any " > 0the sequential plan SEP3(") dened in (70) is closed. It has the following properties:1: for any " > 0 sup#2~3 jj#3(")  #jj2q  3";2: the following relations hold with P# { probability one:
0 < r03  lim"!0 "T3(")  lim"!0 "T3(")  r003 <1;
3: the estimator #3(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#3(") = # P#   a.s.
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Proof. The proof of Corollary 3.3, except of the second assertion, follows from The-orem 1 directly. Assertion 2 can be verify similar to the second assertion of Corol-laries 3.1 and 3.2. Indeed, from the denition of stopping times fi31(n; "); fi32(n; ")and (14), (58), (61), (62), (63) and (69), we can nd the P#   a.s. limits
limn_" fi31(n; ")" 1cn = [E#(Z??1 (0))2] 1 (71)and
limn_" [fi32(n; ")  " 1cn] = ln 2v0C 202 ; limn_" G 13 (n; ") = [E#(Z??1 (0))2 _ 1]  ~G3 (72)
and, by the denition of 3(n; ") and 3 :
limn_" 3(n; ") =  13 P#   a.s. (73)
The second assertion of Corollary 3.3 follows from (71){(73) and denition (70)of stopping times T3(") and ff3("):Hence Corollary 3.3 is proved.
3.4 General sequential estimation procedure of the second-order
autoregressive process
In this point we construct the sequential estimation procedure for the parameters#0 and #1 of the process (34) on the bases of estimators, presented in the points3.1-3.3.Denote ~j = arg minj=1;3Tj("): Because in general it is unknown to which region #belongs to, we dene the sequential plan ( ~T ("); ~#(")) of estimation # 2 ~ on thebases of all constructed above estimators by the formulae
gSEP(") = ( ~T ("); ~#(")); ~T (") = T~j("); ~#(") = #~j("):
THEOREM 2. Assume that the underlying process (xt) satises the equation (34),and for the numbers 1; 2; 3 in the denitions (64), (65) and (70) of sequential
plans the condition 3Xj=1 j = 1 is fullled. Then for any " > 0 and every # 2 ~ thesequential estimation plans ( ~T ("); ~#(")) of # are closed ( ~T (") <1 P#   a.s.): Theypossess the following properties:1: for any " > 0 sup#2~ k~#(")  #k2q  ";2: the following relations hold with P# { probability one:i) for # 2 ~1 :{ for # 2 ~11 (stationary case)
lim"!0 " ~T (")  r0011 <1;
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{ for # 2 ~12 (purely explosive "complex" case)
lim"!0 [ ~T (")  12v0 ln " 1]  r0012 <1;
{ for # 2 ~13 : lim"!0 p" ~T (")  r0013 <1;{ for # 2 ~14 (purely explosive "real" case) the following relations hold with P#{ probability one:
lim"!0 [ ~T (") + 1v0 ln ~T (")  12v0 ln " 1   12v0 ln cff14(")]  r0014 <1;
ii) for # 2 ~2 (purely explosive "real" case) the following relations hold with P#{ probability one: lim"!0 [ ~T (")  12v1 ln " 1]  r002 <1;iii) for # 2 ~3 (mixed case):
lim"!0 " ~T (")  r003 <1;
3: for # 2 ~ the estimator ~#(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0 ~#(") = # P#   a:s:
Proof. The closeness of sequential plans gSEP (") and assertions 2 and 3 of Theorem2 follow from Corollaries 3.1-3.3 directly.Now we prove the rst assertion. To this end we show rst, that all the stoppingtimes fi1(n; "); fi2(n; "); fi31(n; ") and fi32(n; ") are P#   a:s:-nite for every # 2 ~:The P#   a:s:-niteness of stopping times fi1(n; "); fi32(n; ") for every # 2 ~ andfi2(n; "); fi31(n; ") for # 2 ~2 [ ~3 can be veried by making use of the denitionsof these stopping times and the properties of the process under observation.Then we will verify the niteness of stopping times fi2(n; ") and fi31(n; ") for# 2 ~1: According to denitions (65) and (70) of these stopping times it is enoughto show the divergence of the following integralZ 10 ~Z21 (t)dt =1 P#   a:s:; (74)
where ~Z1(t) = X1(t)  v^0(t)X2(t):In the subsets of the set # 2 ~1 the estimator v^0(t); dened in (48) has thefollowing P#   a:s: limits:{ for # 2 ~1j
limt!1 v^0(t) = ~v1j ; ~v1j = ln < eAF1j >22< F1j >22 ; j = 1; 3; 4;
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{ for # 2 ~12
limt!1 jv^0(t)  ~v12(t)j = 0; ~v12(t) = ln < eAF12(t) >22< F12(t) >22 :Dene z11(t) = X1(t)  ~v11X2(t); Z11(t) = (z11(t); xt)0 and
~V11 =  1  ~v110 1
! :
From (36) it follows that P#   a:s:
limT!1 1T
TZ
0 Z11(t)Z 011(t)dt = ~V11F11 ~V 011and
limT!1 1T
TZ
0 z211(t)dt > 0 P#   a:s:Then by the denition of ( ~Z(t));
limT!1 1T
TZ
0 ~Z21 (t)dt = limT!1 [
1T
TZ
0 z211(t)dt 
2T
TZ
0 (v^0(t)  ~v11)z11(t)xtdt+
+ 1T
TZ
0 (v^0(t)  ~v11)2x2tdt ] = limT!1
1T
TZ
0 z211(t)dt > 0 P#   a:s:and the relation (74) for the case ~11 holds true.The relation (74) can be veried in a similar way in the case ~13 [ ~14: In thecase ~12 the relation (74) is obviously.Now we can prove the property 1 of the estimator ~#("): Dene the constants2 = 1; 3 = 21: By the denition of stopping times ffj("); j = 1; 3; similarly tothe proof of Theorem 1 we get
jj~#(")  #jj2q  (Xn1E# 1~j ~jq~j (n; ")  jj#~j(n; ")  #jjq)2=q 
 ( 3Xj=1  1j j 
X
n1E#qj (n; ")jj#j(n; ")  #jjq)2=q:Due to the obtained niteness properties of all the stopping times in these sums allthe mathematical expectations are well-dened and following to the line of the proofof the rst assertion of Theorem 1, we can estimate nally
jj~#(")  #jj2q  ( 3Xj=1 j)2=q" = ":
Hence Theorem 2 is proved.
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4 Sequential parameter estimation of a time delayedprocess
In this section the general estimation procedure, constructed in the point 2.2 will beapplied to the parameter estimation problem of a time delayed process (4).Dene p = 1; x(t) = X(t); a0(t) = X(t); a1(t) = X(t   1): Then the equation(1) has the form (4):
dX(t) = #0X(t)dt+ #1X(t  1)dt+ dW (t): (75)
To dene  =  we introduce the following notation, see [4] for details.Let s = u(r) (r < 1) and s = w(r) (r 2 R1) be the functions given by theparametric representation (r(); s()) in R2 :
r() =  cot ; s() =  = sin 
with  2 (0; ) and  2 (; 2) respectively.Now we dene the parameter set  to be the plane R2 without some lines.It seems to be not possible to construct a simple sequential procedure which hasnice properties under P# for all # 2 : Thus we are going to divide  in somesmaller regions where it is possible to do.To do it, let us consider the set  of all (real or complex) roots of the so-calledcharacteristic equation corresponding to (75)
  #0   #1e  = 0
and put v0 = v0(#) = maxfRej 2 g;
v1 = v1(#) = maxfRej 2 ; Re < v0g:
It can be easily shown that  1 < v1 < v0 <1: By m() we denote the multiplicityof the solution  2 : Note that m() = 1 for all  2  beside of the cases where#1 =  e#0 1: Then we have  = #0   1 2  and m(#0   1) = 2:Now we are able to divide  into some appropriate for our purposes regions.Note, that this decomposition is very related to the classication used in [4], wherecan be found a gure giving an imagination of these sets. They have decomposedthe plane R2 in sets which they denoted by N, P1, P2, M1-M3, Q1-Q5. Here we useanother notation, the Gushchin and Kuchler notation is added for convenience.
DEFINITION (): The parameter set  will be divided as
 = 1 [2 [3;
where 1 = 11 [12 [13; 2 = 21 [22;with11 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) < 0g; (N)12 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) > 0 and v0(#) 62 g; (P2)
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13 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) > 0; v0(#) 2 ; m(v0) = 2g; (M3)21 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) > 0; v0(#) 2 ; m(v0) = 1; v1(#) > 0 and v1(#) 2 g; (M2)22 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) > 0; v0(#) 2 ; m(v0) = 1; v1(#) > 0 and v1(#) 62 g; (P1)3 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) > 0; v0(#) 2 ; m(v0) = 1 and v1(#) < 0g; (M1)and introduce, in addition,41 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) = 0; v0(#) 2 ; m(v0) = 1g; (Q1)42 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) = 0; v0(#) 2 ; m(v0) = 2g; (Q2)43 = f# 2 R2j v0(#) > 0; v0(#) 2 ; m(v0) = 1; v1(#) = 0 and v1(#) 2 g; (Q4)
The parameter set  equals the plane R2 without the bounds of the set 12 [13 [ 3: In particular, 11 is the set of parameters # for which there exists astationary solution of (75).Obviously, by all sets 11;12;13;21;22;3 are pairwise disjoint, the closureof  is the whole R2 and the exceptional set R2 n has Lebesgue measure zero.We shall consider the sequential estimation problem for the one-parametric set4 = 41 [ 42 [ 43 as well. This case is of interest in view of that the set 4is the bound of the following regions: 11;12;21;3: In this case #1 =  #0 and(75) can be written as a dierential equation of the rst order. We do not considerthe scalar case 4 as an example of the general estimation procedure because ourmethod is intend for two- or more-parametric models. Moreover, for similar one-parametric model a sequential estimation procedure is constructed and investigatedin [16], [18]. We shall use this procedure in point 4.5 with applications to the case4:It is well known, that the LSE, which equals here to the maximum likelihoodestimator is of the form #^(T ) = G 1(T )(T );
where G(T ) = TR0 ffi(t)ffi0(t)dt;
ffi(t) =  X(t)X(t  1)
! ; (T ) = TZ0 ffi(t)dX(t);has the optimal rate of convergence and is optimal in an asymptotic minimax sensefor the cases # 2 11 [3; see [4].If T !1; then the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of the information matrixG(T ) tend to innity but the rates of increase depend on #: Using [4] and [9]-[12]one can show that these eigenvalues have the following rates of increase (in the a.s.sense) for unboundedly increasing T in the following considered regions:Table 4Region min(G(T )) max(G(T ))11 T T12 e2v0T e2v0T13 T 2e2v0T T 2e2v0T2 e2v1T e2v0T3 T e2v0T
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Now we will use this knowledge for the investigation of the asymptotic propertiesof the weighted LSE. To this aim we introduce the weight matrices V and V (t) toobtain the transformed design matrix with equal rates of increase of its eigenvalues.Let  = ev0 ; Y (t) = X(t)  X(t  1) and put V = I; (I - 2 2 identity matrix)in the case 1 and
V =  1  1 0
! ; (76)
in the cases 2;3:The parameter  = ev0 is a priori unknown because v0 = v0(#) depends on #:Thus we cannot use the matrix V; dened in (76) as a weight matrix. Therefore weshall change the parameter  in denition (76) by its estimator
t =
tR0 X(s)X(s  1)dstR0 X2(s  1)dsand dene the weight matrix V (t) in the cases 2 and 3 as follows:
V (t) =  1  t1 0
! :
Now we dene the process Yt = X(t)  tX(t  1) as an estimator of Y (t):Let us verify Assumptions (V) and (G) for the case 1:In the case 1 the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of the information matrix ofthe process (75) have equal rates of increase only in the cases 11 and 12: Indeed,according to [9] we have with P#   a:s: probability one{ for # 2 11 limT!1T 1G(T ) = F 11;{ for # 2 12 limT!1 j e 2v0TG(T )  F 12(T ) j = 0:The matrix F 11 is non-degenerate and the matrices F 12(T ); T > 0 are positivedenite, periodic with the period  = 2=0; 0 2 (0; ) and infT2[0;] jF 12(T )j >0; supT2[0;] jjF 12(T )jj <1 (see [4], [9]).Similar to [11] we can get in the case 13 the following asymptotic relations forthe processes X(t) and Y (t) = X(t)  ev0X(t  1) :
limt!1 t 1e v0tX(t) = 2U0 P#   a.s., (77)limt!1 e v0tY (t) = 2U0 P#   a.s.,where U0 = X0(0) + #1 Z 0 1 e v0(s+1)X0(s)ds+
Z 10 e v0sdW (s):
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As follows, with P#-probability one, we have
limT!1 1e2v0T
TZ
0 Y 2(t)dt =
2U20v0 ; (78)
limT!1 j 1T e2v0T
TZ
0 Y (t)X(t  1)dt 
2e v0U20v0
1  12v0T
 j = 0; (79)
limT!1 j 1T 2e2v0T
TZ
0 X2(t  1)dt 
2e 2v0U20v0
1  1v0T + 12v20T 2
 = 0: (80)
From (78){(80) we can nd the P#   a:s: limits:
limT!1 1T 2e2v0T G(T ) = F 13; F 13 = 2U20v0
 1 e v0e v0 e 2v0
! ;
limT!1 e 4v0Tdet(G(T )) =
U0v0
4 e 2v0 :
Then Assumptions (V) and (G) are fullled, where the functions '0() and '1()have the form
'0(T ) = '1(T ) =
8><>:
T; 11;e2v0T ; 12;T 2e2v0T ; 13and 	1(; x) = x; g(')  1 in the cases 11 [12 and g('0(T )) = ln8 '0(T )  T 8if # 2 13:Now we verify Assumptions (V) and (G) for the case 2:Similar to [11] we can get the following asymptotic relations for the processesX(t); Y (t) = X(t)  ev0X(t  1) :{ for # 2 2 limt!1 je v0tX(t)  C2j = 0 P#   a.s.;{ for # 2 21 limt!1 je v1tY (t)  C21j = 0 P#   a.s.;{ for # 2 22 limt!1 je v1tY (t)  C22(t)j = 0 P#   a.s.,where C22(t) is a periodic bounded function.Dene t the estimator of  = ev0 as
t =
tR0 X(s)X(s  1)dstR0 X2(s  1)ds
(81)
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and Yt = X(t)  tX(t  1): Then we have, similarly to the case ~2; with P#   a:s:probability one{ for # 2 2
limT!1 e 2v0T
TZ
0 X2(t)dt = ~C2; (82)
{ for # 2 21
limT!1 e 2v1T
TZ
0 Y 2(t)dt =
C212v1 ; (83)
limt!1 e v1t Yt = c21; limT!1 e 2v1T
TZ
0 Y 2t dt = ~c21; (84)
{ for # 2 22
limT!1 e 2v1T
TZ
0 Y 2(t)dt  ~C22(T )
 = 0; (85)
limt!1 e v1t Yt   c22(t) = 0; limT!1 e 2v1T
TZ
0 Y 2t dt  ~c22(T )
 = 0: (86)
where ~C22(T ); c22(t) and ~c22(T ) are some periodic bounded function.Put '(T ) = diagfe2v1T ; e2v0T g;  = (v0; v1); 0 < v1 < v0 and 	1(; x) = x~; ~ =v0=v1:By making use of the obtained limiting relations we can nd the following P# a:s:limits{ in the case # 2 21 :
limT :S!1 G(S; T ) = G21; (87)
limT :S!1 ~G 1(S; T ) = ~G21; (88)
{ in the case # 2 22 :
limT :S!1 jjG(S; T ) G22(T )jj = 0; (89)
limT :S!1 jj ~G 1(S; T )  ~G22(T )jj = 0: (90)
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The matrices G21; ~G21 are constant and the matrix G21 is non-degenerate; thematrices G22(T ); ~G22(T ) are periodic and G22(T ) is non-degenerate for all T >0 P# a.s. and such that infT>0 jminG22(T )j > 0; infT>0 jj ~G22(T )jj > 0; supT>0 jj ~G22(T )jj <1: Then, in particular, Assumptions (V) and (G) are fullled with g(T )  1:The case 3 was yet not fully considered in our previous papers. Then considerthis case in more detail.According to [4], [9] for the process X(t) we have
limt!1 je v0tX(t)  C3j = 0 P#   a.s.and the process Y (t) = X(t)   X(t   1);  = ev0 is stationary. Here C3 is someconstant dened in [4].We now verify all the assumptions of Theorem 1.Introduce following notation:
y0(s) = x0(t  s)  x0(t  s  1);
Z1(t) = tZ 1 y0(s)dW (s); Z2(T ) =
TZ
 1 e v0(T t)Z1(t)dt;
Z3(T ) = TZ 1 e v0(T t)Z2(t)dt; Z4(T ) = Z2(T )  Z3(T ):
(91)
It should be noted that in the considered case 3 the processes Zi(t); i = 1; 3 arestationary Gaussian processes, continuous in probability, having a spectral densityand, as follows, ergodic (see [19]).According to the properties of the processes X(t) and Y (t) in considered case wehave the following limiting relations with P#-probability one:
limT!1 1e2v0T
TZ
0 X2(t)dt =
C232v0 ; limT!1 1e2v0T
TZ
0 X(t)X(t  1)dt =
C23e v02v0 ; (92)
limt!1 jY (t)  Z1(t)j = 0; limT!1 1T
TZ
0 Y 2(t)dt = EZ21 (0);
limT!1  1ev0T
TZ
0 Y (t)X(t)dt  C3Z2(T )
 = 0;
limT!1  1ev0T
TZ
0 Y (t)X(t  1)dt  C3e v0Z2(T )
 = 0:
We can get the following asymptotic properties with P#-probability one for theestimators t; dened in (81) and for the process Yt = X(t)  tX(t  1) :
limt!1 ev0t(t   )  C 13 ev0Z2(t) = 0; limt!1 (t   )X(t  1)  Z2(t) = 0;
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limT!1  1ev0T
TZ
0 YtX(t)dt  C3Z4(T )
 = 0; limt!1 jYt   (Z1(t)  Z2(t))j = 0;
limT!1  1T
TZ
0 YtY (t)dt 
1T
TZ
0 Z1(t)[Z1(t)  Z2(t)]dt
 = 0
and, as follows,
limT!1 1T
TZ
0 YtY (t)dt = ff12; limT!1
1T
TZ
0 Y 2t dt = ff22; (93)
where ff12 = EZ1(0)[Z1(0) Z2(0)] = 0R 1 [y20(t) ev0t tR 1 y20(s)ds]dt; ff22 = E[Z1(0) Z2(0)]2:Then, putting
Vt =  1  t1 0
! ; V =  1  1 0
!
and, using Proposition 3 from Appendix, we get the following relation
limT!1 G(T ) = G3 P#   a.s.; (94)
G3 = diagfff12; C23=2v0g and Assumptions (V), (G), (' ) and (	) hold true with'0(T ) = T; '1(T ) = e2v0T ; g(T )  1; 	1(; x) = e2x;  = v0; 	[; i2] = (x; e2x) =2P2(); l0 = 1; l1 = 1; m = 1:Thus all the Assumptions (V), (G), ('	) and (	) for the set  are fullled byl0 = 2; m = 0 for # 2 1 [2 and l0 = 1; l1 = 1; m = 1 for # 2 3 as well as if weput the set A = (0;+1) in the cases 12 [13 [3; A = f(v0; v1) : 0 < v1 < v0 <1g in the case 2 and Table 5Region b0(t) b1(T ) b0(t) b1(T )11 X(t) X(t  1) X(t) X(t  1)12 X(t) X(t  1) X(t) X(t  1)13 Yt X(t) Y (t) X(t)2 Yt X(t) Y (t) X(t)3 Yt X(t) Y (t) X(t)
Table 6Region '0(; T ) '1(; T )  	1(; x) g(')11 T T - x 112 e2v0T e2v0T v0 x 113 T 2e2v0T T 2e2v0T v0 x ln8 '2 e2v1T e2v0T (v0; v1) xv0=v1 13 T e2v0T v0 e2v0x 1
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Now we shall apply the general estimation procedure (20) to the cases 1;2;3separately. Then we shall dene, similar to the rst example, the nal sequentialestimation procedure, which works in ; using these estimators. In addition, weshall construct the estimation plans for the one-parametric case 4:We shall give the proofs in more detail only in the cases 3 and 4 because allthe necessary asymptotic properties of the observed process (X(t)) for other regionsare given in our previous papers [9]-[12].
4.1 Estimation procedure for the case 1In the denition of the general sequential estimation plan (20) we put V (t) = Iand n(") = 0; n  1 and in the denition of stopping times fi(n; ") we take	1((n; "); " 1cn) = " 1cn:Denote SEP1(") = (T1("); #1(")) the sequential plan (20) with these parameters,which in considered cases has the form:
T1(") = fi1(ff1("); "); #1(") = S 11 (ff1("); ") ff1(")Xn=1 q1(n; ")#1(n; "); (95)
where
fi1(n; ") = inffT > 0 :
0@ TZ0 X2(t)dt
1Aq=2 +
0@ TZ0 X2(t  1)dt
1Aq=2 = (" 1cn)q=2g;
ff1(") = inffN  1 : S1(N; ")   11 %1g;1 2 (0; 1) is some arbitrary chosen constant and
%1 = bq2 q 2q Xn1 c q=2n ; S1(N; ") =
NX
n=1q1(n; "); 1(n; ") = jjG 11 (n; ")jj 1;
G1(n; ") = (" 1cn) 1G(fi1(n; ")); 1(n; ") = (" 1cn) 1(fi1(n; "));
G(T ) = TZ0 ffi(t)ffi0(t)dt; ffi(t) =
 X(t)X(t  1)
! ; (T ) = TZ0 ffi(t)dX(t);#1(n; ") = G 11 (n; ")  1(n; "):It should be pointed out, that for q = 2 the sequential plan SEP1(") coincides withthe sequential plan, presented in [9].Now we introduce the following notation:
f11 = [< F 11 >q=211 + < F 11 >q=222 ]2=q; 11 = f11  jj(F 11) 1jj;
r011 = f 111  c[ 11 q11%1 1]1_1; r0011 = f 111  c[ 11 q11%1]1+1;f 012 = [supT>0(< F 12(T ) >q=211 + < F 12(T ) >q=222 )]2=q;
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f 0012 = [ infT>0(< F 12(T ) >q=211 + < F 12(T ) >q=222 )]2=q;012 = f 0012  infT>0 jj(F 12(T )) 1jj; 0012 = f 012  supT>0 jj(F 12(T )) 1jj;
r012 = 12v0 ln(f 012) 1  c[ 11 1(012)q 1]1_1; r0012 = 12v0 ln(f 0012) 1  c[ 11 1(0012)q ]1+1;f13 = [< F 13 >q=211 + < F 13 >q=222 ]2=q; 13 = f13e2v0(v0U 10 )4jjF 13jj;
ff13(") = [ 11 %1q13 ln4q " 1]1 + 1; r013 = 12v0 ln f 113 c[ 11 1q13 1]1_1; r0013 = 12v0 ln f13:The next corollary summarizes the basic properties of the constructed above es-timators.
Corollary 4:1. Let the parameter # in (75) belongs to the set 1: Then for any " > 0the sequential plan SEP1(") dened in (95) is closed. It has the following properties:1: for any " > 0 sup#21 jj#1(")  #jj2q  "1;2: the following relations hold with P# { probability one:{ for # 2 11
0 < r011  lim"!0 "T1(")  lim"!0 "T1(")  r0011 <1;{ for # 2 12
0 < r012  lim"!0 [T1(")  12v0 ln " 1]  lim"!0 [T1(")  12v0 ln " 1]  r0012 <1;{ for # 2 13
lim"!0 [T1(") + 1v0 lnT1(")  12v0 ln " 1]  r013 > 0;
lim"!0 [T1(") + 1v0 lnT1(")  12v0 ln " 1   12v0 ln cff13(")]  r0013 <1;3: the estimator #1(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#1(") = # P#   a.s.Proof. The proof of Corollary 4:1 is similar to the proof of Corollary 3.1.
Remark 4.1. Similar to Remark 3.2, the asymptotic constants r011 and r0011 in thestationary case 11 can be changed by r011 = r0011 = f 111 (it coincides with the optimalconvergence rate of the MLE) by appropriate chosen sequences (cn) and (n) and inthe case 13; for cn = o(e(na)) as n ! 1; a = 1=4q; ln cff13(") = o(ln " 1); as " ! 0and lim"!0 T1(")ln " 1 = 12v0 P#   a:s:
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4.2 Estimation procedure for the case 2We put in the denition of the general sequential estimation plan (20)
V (t) =  1  t1 0
! ;
where t is dened in (81) and
2(n; ") = inffT > 0 : Z T0 Y 2t dt = (" 1cn)g;
 2 (0; 1) is some arbitrary chosen number.In the denition of stopping times fi(n; ") we take 	1((n; "); " 1cn) = (" 1cn)~2(n;");
~2(n; ") = ln
2(n;")R0 X2(t)dt ln " 1cn : (96)
Denote SEP2(") = (T2("); #2(")) sequential plan (20) with these parameters,which in considered cases has the form:
T2(") = fi2(ff2("); "); #2(") = S 12 (ff2("); ") ff2(")Xn=1 q2(n; ")#2(n; "); (97)
where
fi2(n; ") = inffT > 2(n; ") :
0B@ 1" 1cn
TZ
2(n;") Y
2t dt
1CA
q=2
+
+
0B@ 1(" 1cn)~2(n;")
TZ
2(n;") X
2(t)dt
1CA
q=2
= 1g;
ff2(") = inffN  1 : S2(N; ")   12 %1g;2 2 (0; 1) is some arbitrary chosen constant;
S2(N; ") = NXn=1q2(n; "); 2(n; ") = jjG 12 (n; ")jj 1;
G2(n; ") = (" 1cn)  12 ~	  12 (n; ")G(2(n; "); fi2(n; "));
2(n; ") = ~	  12 (n; ")(2(n; "); fi2(n; "));` G(T ) = TZ0 ffi(t)ffi0(t)dt;
ffi(t) =  YtX(t)
! ; (T ) = TZ0 ffi(t)dX(t);
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#2(n; ") = G 12 (n; ")  2(n; "):Now we introduce following notation:
21 := v1 ln ~C2   v0 ln ~c212v21 ; 22 := supT>0 v1 ln
~C2   v0 ln ~c22(T )2v21 ;
~22 := infT>0 v1 ln ~C2   v0 ln ~c22(T )2v21 ; ~C 021 = supT>0 ~c21(T ); ~C 0021 = infT>0 ~c21(T )and let s21 is the positive root of the equation
~C2  e21q2  s + (~c21)q=2  s  1 = 0;
s22 and ~s22 are the positive roots of the following equations
~C2  e22q2  s + ( ~C 021)q=2  s  1 = 0
and ~C2  e ~22q2  s + ( ~C 0021)q=2  s  1 = 0respectively;
S21 = diagfs2=q21 ; e 212 s v0+v1qv121 g; S22 = diagfs2=q22 ; e 222 s v0+v1qv122 g;
~S22 = diagf~s2=q22 ; e ~222 ~s v0+v1qv122 g; 21 = jj ~G21  S21jj;22 = infT>0 jj ~G22(T )  S22jj; ~22 = supT>0 jj ~G22(T )jj  jj ~S22jjand dene
r021 = 12v1 ln s 2=q21  c[ 12 %1q21 1]1_1; r0021 = 12v1 ln s 2=q21  c[ 12 %1q21]1+1;
r022 = 12v1 ln ~s 2=q22  c[ 12 %1q22 1]1_1; r0022 = 12v1 ln s 2=q22  c[ 12 %1 ~q22]1+1:Corollary 4:2: Let the parameter # in (75) belongs to the set 2: Then for any " > 0the sequential plan SEP2(") dened in (97) is closed. It has the following properties:1: for any " > 0 sup#22 jj#2(")  #jj2q  2";2: the following relation holds with P# { probability one:
0 < r02i  lim"!0 [T2(")  12v1 ln " 1]  lim"!0 [T2(")  12v1 ln " 1]  r002i <1
for # 2 2i; i = 1; 2;3: the estimator #2(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#2(") = # P#   a.s.
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Proof. As we noted above, Assumptions (V), (G) (' ) and ( ) follow from equal-ities (82){(87) and (89). Then, according to Theorem 1, for the proof of Corollary2 it is sucient to establish Assumption () and assertion 2:First, using the equalities (82), (84) and (86), by the denition (96) of the esti-mator ~2(n; "); we nd its P#-a.s. convergence rate: as n!1 or "! 0;
2(n; ")(~2(n; ")  ) = 2(n; ")
0BBBB@
ln 2(n;")R0 X2(t)dt
ln 2(n;")R0 Y 2t dt
  v0v1
1CCCCA =
= 2(n; ")  v1 ln e
 2v02(n;") 2(n;")R0 X2(t)dt  v0 ln e 2v12(n;")
2(n;")R0 Y 2t dt
2v212(n; ") + v1 ln e 2v12(n;") 2(n;")R0 Y 2t dt
! 12
in the case 21 and, analogously, in the case 21; as n!1 or "! 0;
2(n; ")(~2(n; ")  )  v1 ln ~C2   v0 ln ~c22(2(n; "))2v21 ! 0 P#   a.s.Thus limn_" ln(" 1cn)( ~2(n;")) q2 = q2 limn_" 2(n; ")(  ~2(n; "))
 12 (n; ")(") ln " 1cn = 21q2 P#   a.s.and, as follows, with P# probability one
limn_" (" 1cn)( ~2(n;")) q2 = e21q2 (98)
in the case 21 and in the case 22
0 < e ~22q2  limn_" (" 1cn)( ~2(n;")) q2  limn_" (" 1cn)( ~2(n;")) q2  e22q2 <1: (99)
Assumptions () are proved. By the denition of stopping times fi2(n; ") for# 2 21 we have
limn!1 h 1" 1cn
fi2(n;")Z
2(n;") Y
2t dtq=2 +  1(" 1cn)~2(n;")
fi2(n;")Z
2(n;") X
2(t)dtq=2i =
= limn!1 h 1e2v1fi2(n;")
fi2(n;")Z
0 Y 2t dt
q=2  e2v1fi2(n;")" 1cn
q=2+
+ 1e2v0fi2(n;")
fi2(n;")Z
0 X2(t)dt
q=2  (" 1cn)( ~2(n;")) q2  e2v1fi2(n;")" 1cn
q=2i =
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= limn!1 h~cq=221  e2v1fi2(n;")" 1cn
q=2 + ~Cq=22  e21q2  e2v1fi2(n;")" 1cn
q=2i = 1:
Then
limn_" e 2v1fi2(n;")" 1cn = s2=q21 P#   a.s. (100)
and, as follows, taking into account (88), (90) and (98), (99), P#   a.s.
limn_" G 12 (n; ") = ~G21  S21;
limn_" 2(n; ") =  121 (101)
in the case 21 and
s2=q22  limn_" e 2v1fi2(n;")" 1cn  limn_" e 2v1fi2(n;")" 1cn  ~s2=q22 ; (102)
~ 122  limn_" 2(n; ")  limn_" 2(n; ")   122 (103)
in the case 22: From the denition (97) and (100){(103) follows the second assertionof Corollary 4.2.Hence Corollary 4.2 is proved.
4.3 Estimation procedure for the case 3Chose the non-random functions 3(n; "); n  1; " > 0; satisfying the followingconditions as "! 0 or n!1 :
3(n; ") = o(" 1cn); log1=2 3(n; ")ev03(n;") " 1cn = o(1): (104)
Example: 3(n; ") = log2 " 1cn:Note, that for the functions, satisfying (104) the conditions (14)-(16) hold true.Put (n; ") := 3(n; ") = ln3(n;"); where t is dened in (81). Now we verify,in the P#   a.s. sense Assumptions () using Proposition 3 from the Appendix:
limn_" ln ~	22(n; ")	22(; n; ")= limn_" 2(3(n; ")  )" 1cn= limn_" 2 1(3(n;")   )" 1cn =
= 2C 13 limn_" Z2(3(n; "))" 1cnev03(n;") = 2C 13 limn_" Z2(3(n; "))log1=2 3(n; ")  log
1=2 3(n; ")ev03(n;")  " 1cn = 0;then limn_" ~	ii(n; ")	ii(; n; ") = 1; i = 1; 2 P#   a.s.
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and all the conditions of Theorem 1 hold true.Denote SEP3(") = (T3("); #3(")) the sequential plan (20) with these parameters,which in considered case has the form:
T3(") = fimax(ff3("); "); #3(") = S 13 (ff3("); ") ff3(")Xn=1 q3(n; ")#3(n; "); (105)where fimax(ff3("); ") = maxffi31(ff3("); "); fi32(ff3("); ")g;
fi31(n; ") = inffT > 0 : TZ3(n;") Y
2t dt = " 1cng;
fi32(n; ")= inffT > 0 : TZ3(n;") X
2(t)dt = e23(n;")" 1cng;
ff3(") = inffN  1 : S3(N; ")  2 13 %1g;3 2 (0; 1) is some arbitrary chosen constant;
S3(N; ") = NXn=1q3(n; "); 3(n; ") = jjG 13 (n; ")jj 1;fimin(n; ") = minffi31(n; "); fi32(n; ")g;G3(n; ") = (" 1cn) 1=2 ~	 1=2(n; ")G(3(n; "); fimin(n; "));
~	(n; ") = (" 1cn; e23(n;")" 1cn); G(T ) = TZ0 ffi(t)ffi0(t)dt;
ffi(t) =  YtX(t)
! ; (T ) = TZ0 ffi(t)dX(t);#3(n; ") = G 1(3(n; "); fimin(n; "))(3(n; "); fimin(n; ")):Now we introduce following notation:
g31 = ff 112 [ff22 _ 1]; g32 = ff12[ff 122 ^ 1]e v0 ; 3 = qg231 + g232
and dene
r03 = [ff 122 _ 1]  c[2 13 %1q3 1]1_1; r003 = [ff 122 _ 1]  c[2 13 %1q3]1+1:Corollary 4:3: Let the parameter # in (75) belongs to the set 3: Then for any" > 0 the sequential plan SEP3(") dened in (105) is closed. It has the followingproperties:1: for any " > 0 sup#23 jj#3(")  #jj2q  "3;
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2: the following relations hold with P# { probability one:
0 < r03  lim"!0 "T3(")  lim"!0 "T3(")  r003 <1;3: the estimator #3(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#3(") = # P#   a.s.
Proof. The proof of Corollary 4:3; except of second assertion, follows from Theorem1 directly. Assertion 2 can be veried similarly to the second assertion of Corollary3:3: Indeed, from the denition of stopping times fi31(n; "); fi32(n; ") and (14), (92),(93) we can nd the limits with P#-probability one:
limn_" "fi31(n; ") = ff 122 cn
and limn_" [fi32(n; ")  " 1cn] = 12v0 ln 2v0C 23 ;
limn_" "fimin(n; ") = [ff 122 ^ 1]cn; (106)
limn_" "fimax(n; ") = [ff 122 _ 1]cn (107)
and, according to (92){(104), (106)
limn_" G 13 (n; ") =
 g31 0 g32 0
!
and, by the denition of 3(n; ") and 3;
limn_" 3(n; ") =  13 : (108)
The second assertion of Corollary 5.3 follows from (107), (108) and denition(105).Hence Corollary 4:3 is proved.
4.4 General sequential estimation procedure for the set  of the
special time-delayed process
In this point we construct the sequential estimation procedure for the parameters#0 and #1 of the process (75) from the set  on the bases of estimators, presentedin points 4.1-4.3.Denote j? = arg minj=1;3Tj("): We dene the sequential plan (T ?("); #?(")) of es-timation # 2  on the bases of all constructed above estimators by the formulaeSEP?(") = (T ?("); #?("));
T ?(") = Tj?("); #(") = #j?("):
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THEOREM 3. Assume that the underlying process (X(t)) satises the equation (75),and for the numbers 1; 2; 3 in the denitions (95), (97), (105) of sequential plans
the condition 3Xj=1 j = 1 is fullled. Then for any " > 0 and every # 2  thesequential estimation plans (T ?("); #?(")) of # are closed (T ?(") < 1 P#   a.s.):They possess the following properties:1: for any " > 0 sup#2 k#?(")  #k2q  ";2: the following relations hold with P# { probability one:i) for # 2 1 :{ for # 2 11 lim"!0 "T ?(")  r0011 <1;{ for # 2 12 lim"!0 [T ?(")  12v0 ln " 1]  r0012 <1;{ for # 2 13
lim"!0 [T ?(") + 1v0 lnT ?(")  12v0 ln " 1   12v0 ln cff13(")]  r0013 <1;ii) for # 2 2i :
lim"!0 [T ?(")  12v1 ln " 1]  r002i <1; i = 1; 2;iii) for # 2 3 : lim"!0 "T ?(")  r003 <1;3: for # 2  the estimator #?(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#?(") = # P#   a:s:Proof. The closeness of sequential plans SEP?(") and assertions 2 and 3 ofTheorem 3 follow from Corollaries 4.1-4.3 directly. The proof of the rst assertionis similar to Theorem 2 if we taking into account that the integrals1Z
0 X2(t)dt =1 P#   a:s:; (109)1Z
0 [X(t) X(t  1)]2dt =1 P#   a:s:in all the cases 1;2;3 and, as follows, all the stopping times fi1(n; "); fi2(n; "); fi31(n; ")and fi32(n; ") are P#   a:s:-nite for every " > 0 and all n  1:The properties (109) can be established by using the asymptotic properties of theprocess (X(t)) (see proofs of Corollaries 4.1{4.3 and [4], [9]-[12]).Hence Theorem 3 is proved.
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4.5 Estimation procedure for the case 4The set 4 is the bound of the following regions: 11; 12;21;3: In this case#1 =  #0 and (75) can be written as the dierential equation of the rst order:
dX(t) = #0atdt+ dW (t); t  0;
where at = X(t) X(t  1):We shall use sequential estimation plan SEP4(") = (T4("); #4(")) of the parameter# = #0(1; 1)0 with the "-accuracy in the sense of the Lq-norm, which has similarstructure to considered for Case II in [9] and has the form:
T4(") = inffT > 0 : TZ0 a2tdt = 2b2=qq " 1g; #4(") = #04(")(1; 1)0; (110)
#04(") = "(2b2=qq ) 1  T4(")Z0 atdX(t):Denote h0(T ) =  1(T )T 2; where (T ); T  0 is any positive unboundedly increas-ing function, h1(T ) = T 2 ln2 T; and
A = 1  e v0v0   #0 + 1  (X0(0)) #0
0Z
 1 e v0(s+1)X0(s)ds+
1Z
0 e v0sdW (s));
A =   12v0E#A2; C43 = 12v0 ln[2b2=qq A 1]:Corollary 4.5. Let in (75) the parameter # 2 4: Then for any " > 0 the sequentialplan SEP4(") dened in (110) is closed. It has the following properties:1: sup#24 jj#4(")  #jj2q  ";2: the following relations hold with P# { probability one:{ for # 2 41 : lim"!0 "  T4(") = 2b2=qq f 1a ;where fa is dened in (111) below;{ for # 2 42 :
2 1b2=qq  lim"!0 "  h1(T4(")); lim"!0 "  h0(T4(")) = 0;
{ for # 2 43 : lim"!0 [T4(")  12v0 ln " 1] = C43;3: the estimator #4(") is strongly consistent:
lim"!0#4(") = # P#   a.s.
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Proof. The proof of the rst assertion of Corollary 4.5 follows from [16]. For the
proof of assertion 2 we nd the rates of increase for the integral TR0 a2tdt as T ! 1in all the considered cases 41; 42; 43: According to [4] the process a(t) satisesthe equality
a(t) = y0(t)X0(t) + #1 Z 0 1 y0(t  s  1)X0(s)ds+
Z t0 y0(t  s)dW (s); t  0;y0(t) = x0(t)  x0(t  1)and we have:
{ for # 2 41 :y0(t) = o(et);  < 0; as t!1 and, as follows, there exists the positive constantlimit
limT!1 1T
TZ
0 a2tdt = fa P#   a.s.; (111){ for # 2 42 :y0(t) = 2 + o(et);  < 0; as t ! 1 and, as follows, at = 2W (t)(1 + o(1)) ast!1 and P#   a.s.
limT!1 1h0(T )
TZ
0 a2tdt =1; limT!1
1h1(T )
TZ
0 a2tdt  1; (112){ for # 2 43 :y0(t) = 1 e v0v0 #0+1ev0t + o(et); as t ! 1;  < 0 and, as follows, e v0tat =A(1 + o(1)) P#   a.s. and
limT!1 1e2v0T
TZ
0 a2tdt = A P#   a.s. (113)The second assertion of Corollary 4.5 follows from the denition (110) of thestopping time T4(") and (111){(113).The third assertion of Corollary 4.5 follows from the denition of sequential esti-mator #4(") and strong consistency of the LSE
#^(T ) =
TR0 atdX(t)TR0 a2tdtin the case 4 :
#^(T )  # =
TR0 atdW (t)TR0 a2tdt
! 0 P#   a.s.
Hence Corollary 4.5 is complete.
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5 Appendix
Proposition 1. Suppose, that Assumption (V) and (G) are fullled. Then theinequality (10) holds true. The inequality (11) is fullled under the additional con-dition (12).
Proof of Proposition 1. Dene the matrix functions
A(T ) = V 0'  12 (T )' 120 (T ); B(S; T ) = '  12 (T )G(S) ~'  12 (T ):
Note, that G(S; T ) = G(T )   B(S; T ): Taking into account that according toAssumption (V) the matrix G(T ) is norm bounded from above P#  a.s. and due tothe condition jjA(T )jj  jjV jj for T large enough, we obtain under Assumption (G):
limT :S"1 g 1(T )jj ~G 1(S; T )jj2 = limT :S"1 g 1(T )jjA(T )G 1(S; T )jj2 
 jjV jj2 limT :S"1 g 1(T )jjG 1(S; T )jj2  jjV jj2 limT :S"1 g 1(T )jjG 1(T )jj2
jj(I  G 1(T )B(S; T )) 1jj2 P#   a.s.Now we estimate the P#   a.s. upper limit
limT!1 g 1(T )jjG 1(T )jj2= limT!1 g 1(T )tr [G 1(T )(G0(T )) 1] =
= limT!1 g 1(T )tr [(G0(T )G(T )) 1] (p+ 1) limT!1 g 1(T )max[(G0(T )G(T )) 1] == (p+ 1)( limT!1 g(T )min[G0(T )G(T )]) 1 <1:From the denition of the class G1 by Assumption (G) it follows, that as T ! 1and by S = o(T ); the following asymptotic relations 'i(S) = o(g 1=2(T )'i(T )) fori = 0; p hold true.Then
limT :S"1 g1=2(T )' 1(T )  '(S) = 0 (114)
and limT :S"1 g1=2(T )B(S; T )= limT :S"1 (g1=2(T )' 1(T )'(S)) 12 G(S)
('(S)' 1(T )g1=2(T )) 12 = 0 P#   a.s.As follows, P#   a.s.,
limT :S"1 jjG(S; T )jj = limT!1 jjG(T )jj <1;
limT :S"1 jjG 1(T )B(S; T )jj = 0
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and we obtain, nally, the inequality (10):
limT :S"1 g 1(T )jj ~G 1(S; T )jj2 <1:
The lower limiting bound for the norm jj ~G 1(S; T )jj2 can be obtained under theadditional condition (12) and by making use of the following inequality from Lemma2 of [14]: maxfACA0g  maxfAA0g  minfCg;which holds true for any symmetric non-negative denite matrix C and quadraticmatrix A: Thus, for S < T we have
jj ~G 1(S; T ))jj2= tr [((A 1(T ))0G0(S; T )G(S; T )A 1(T )) 1] 
 maxf((A 1(T ))0G0(S; T )G(S; T )A 1(T )) 1g == maxfA(T )(G0(S; T )G(S; T )) 1A0(T )g  maxfA(T )A0(T )g  minf(G0(S; T )G(S; T )) 1g= maxfV 0(' 1(T )'0(T ))V g 1maxfG0(S; T )G(S; T )g maxfV 0(' 1(T )'0(T ))V g  jjG(S; T ))jj 2and, as follows, the inequality (11) holds true
limT :S"1 jj ~G 1(S; T ))jj2 > 0 P#   a.s.
Hence Proposition 1 holds.
Denote for every positive magnitude h the dierence hZ(t) = Z(t+ h)  Z(t):
Proposition 2. Let (Z(t))t0 be stationary Gaussian process with zero mean andsuch that for any 0 < h  1 and every t 2 R1
E(hZ(t))2  Ch:
Then, as t!1; Z(t) = O((log t) 12 ) P#   a.s.Proof of Proposition 2. According to Theorem 2 in [15], p. 142, we have for allt > 0 the inequalities
Pf sup[t;t+1] jZ(s)j > (C1 log t)1=2g  expf C1C2 log tg = t C1C2 :
Here C1 and C2 are some positive constants.Thus by the Borel-Cantelli lemma
Z(t) = O((log t)1=2) as t!1 P#   a.s.
Hence Proposition 2 holds.
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Proposition 3. Let the parameter # of the process (75) belongs to the set 3: Thenthe processes (Zi(T )); i = 1; 4; dened in (91) have the following properties
Zi(t) = O((log t) 12 ); i = 1; 4 as t!1 P#   a.s.Proof of Proposition 3. First we show, that for any 0 < h  1 and every t 2 R1 wehave the inequalities: A(h) = E(hZ1(t))2  Ch:Direct calculation gives the representation
A(h) = tZt h y
20(t  s)ds+ tZ 1 (hy0(t  s))2ds:The function y0() is continuous and continuously dierentiable in [0;1): ThentZ
t h y
20(t  s)ds  h sup01 y20() = Ch
and
jhy0(t s)j  h
8>>>>><>>>>>:
sup01 jy00(t  s+ )j;t  1  s  t;sup01 jy00(t+    s)j;s  t  1;
= h
8>>><>>>:
sup0u2 jy00(u)j; t  1  s  t;sup01 jay0(t+    s)+by0(t+    s  1)j; s  t  1:
As follows A(h)  C(h+ h2(( sup0u2 jy00(u)j)2+
+ sup0<<1[
t 1Z
 1 y20(t+    s)ds+
t 1Z
 1 y20(t+    s  1)ds])) 
 C(h+ h2(( sup0u2 jy00(u)j)2 +
1Z
0 y20(s)ds))  Ch:Thus, according to Proposition 2, the assertion of Proposition 3 holds true forthe process (Z1(t)):The other assertions of Proposition 3
Zi(t) = O((log t) 12 ); i = 2; 4; as t!1 P#   a.s.
follow from the obtained relation and from the denition of the functions Zi(t); i =2; 4:Hence Proposition 3 is proved.
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